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Abstract
In this thesis we study algebraic structures in M-theory, in particular the exceptional
Lie algebras arising in dimensional reduction of its low energy limit, eleven-dimensional
supergravity. We focus on e8 and its infinite-dimensional extensions e9 and e10. We
review the dynamical equivalence, up to truncations on both sides, between eleven-
dimensional supergravity and a geodesic sigma model based on the coset E10/K(E10),
where K(E10) is the maximal compact subgroup. The description of e10 as a graded
Lie algebra is crucial for this equivalence. We study generalized Jordan triple systems,
which are closely related to graded Lie algebras, and which may also play a role in the
description of M2-branes using three-dimensional superconformal theories.
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1
Introduction
There are four fundamental forces in nature. Three of them, the electromagnetic, weak
and strong interactions, can be described within the framework of quantum mechanics.
The fourth force, gravity, is one that we all experience every day, but it is also the least
understood of the four forces. Einstein’s theory of general relativity works well in most
situations, and it is already a great improvement of Newton’s theory. However, at high
energies and small distances, for example near the center of a black hole or shortly
after the big bang, we need a quantum theory to describe gravity. In particular, this
implies the existence of a spin two particle, called the graviton, mediating the force.
String theory was originally developed in the late 1960s as a theory of strong in-
teraction, which keeps the quarks together within the hadrons. However, another
description of strong interaction, called quantum chromodynamics (QCD) appeared in
the early 1970s and turned out to be more successful. One of the drawbacks of string
theory in this context is the existence of a spin two particle, which has no hadronic
interpretation. However, this also has the advantage that string theory may, and in-
deed has to, be interpreted as a theory of quantum gravity. On the other hand, the
spectrum of the bosonic string theory contains a tachyon, a state with negative mass
squared. One can get rid of this problem by imposing supersymmetry and considering
superstrings instead of bosonic strings. Supersymmetry is a symmetry between bosons
(particles that mediate forces) and fermions (particles that build up matter). Although
not yet experimentally observed, supersymmetry is a very natural property to require
for a theory of all known forces and matter, since it implies that the strengths of the
electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions coincide at a certain energy scale.
A problem of bosonic string theory that cannot be solved by supersymmetry is the
(natural) appearance of extra dimensions. Bosonic string theory does not work in the
four-dimensional world that we live in, but requires 26 dimensions. Supersymmetry
reduces this number, but only down to 10. One way to come around this obstacle is
to think of some of the dimensions as closed circles instead of lines that are infinitely
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extended in both directions. If all except four of these circles are sufficiently small,
they cannot be distinguished from points and the theory is effectively four-dimensional.
This is an example of compactification – all but four of the dimensions are compact. If
we compactify n dimensions, each spacetime point in the effective lower-dimensional
theory can be interpreted as an n-dimensional manifold. In the example with a circle
for each compact dimension, the resulting manifold is an n-torus, but there are other
much more complicated possibilities. Compactification can be seen as a source of
unification – seemingly unrelated features of a theory can have a common origin in a
higher-dimensional theory, compactified on an appropriate manifold.
In the first superstring revolution 1984–85 two new string theories in ten dimensions
were found, called heterotic string theories, with SO(32) and E8×E8 as gauge groups,
respectively. It was shown by Green and Schwarz that for these groups (but no others)
all anomalies cancel [1,2]. Moreover, upon compactification on a so called Calabi-Yau
manifold the E8 × E8 theory may lead to the gauge group U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3)
that describes the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. In addition to the
heterotic theories, there were already two theories of closed strings, called type IIA and
type IIB, and a fifth theory, called type I, with both open and closed strings.
The fact that string theory on the one hand exhibited promising features as a the-
ory of quantum gravity, and on the other hand required supersymmetry and extra
dimensions, raised the interest in supergravity in various dimensions, and with various
amount of supersymmetry. It was shown that eleven is the maximal number of di-
mensions for a supergravity theory with Minkowski signature and without particles of
higher spin than two [3]. Furthermore, in eleven dimensions there is only one supergrav-
ity theory [4], whereas there are more possibilities in lower dimensions. Dimensional
reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity on a circle gives type IIA supergravity,
which is the low energy limit of type IIA string theory. More generally, reduction on
an n-torus, gives maximal supergravity in 11− n dimensions.
In the second superstring theory revolution 1994–95, Hull, Townsend [5] and Witten
[6] showed that the five string theories are connected by dualities. It was proposed that
eleven-dimensional supergravity is the low energy limit of a more fundamental theory,
called M-theory. Unlike strings, the fundamental objects in M-theory are believed
to be extended in not only one but two spatial directions. Such objects are called
supermembranes or M2-branes. Very little is known about M-theory but we can learn
more about it by studying its low energy limit, eleven-dimensional supergravity, and
its reductions.
Toroidal reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity to d = 11 − n dimensions
gives rise to symmetries in the reduced theories, which are said to be hidden since
some of the fields must be dualized to make the symmetry manifest. After dualization
the scalars in the d-dimensional theory parameterize the coset G/K(G), where G is the
global symmetry group of the Lagrangian, and K(G) is its maximal compact subgroup
(which appears as a local symmetry). For 4 ≤ n ≤ 8, the symmetry groups G are the
exceptional groups En, with Lie algebras en [7–9].
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In three dimensions all the bosonic degrees of freedom can be dualized to scalars and
can thereby be described by a sigma model based on the coset E8/(Spin(16)/Z2) [10,11].
The fact that scalars are dual to scalars in two dimensions makes the step from d = 3
down to d = 2 different from the preceding steps in the successive reduction. The
corresponding E9 and K(E9) symmetries are not realized on the action but on the
equations of motion, which can be written as an integrability condition of a linear
system [12]. This difference is on the mathematical side reflected by the fact that e9 is
infinite-dimensional, unlike en for 4 ≤ n ≤ 8. The appearance of infinite-dimensional
symmetries in d = 2 was first studied by Geroch for pure gravity reduced from four to
two dimensions [13, 14].
One might suspect that e10 should appear in the reduction to only one (time)
dimension, or even e11 in zero dimensions [15, 16]. Partial results concerning e10 were
found in [17]. Although e9 and e10 both are infinite-dimensional and both can be
defined recursively, there is a crucial difference in complexity. For e9, which is an affine
algebra, there is a pattern that repeats itself and makes it possible to write down all
the commutation relations in a closed form. For e10, a hyperbolic algebra, the number
of new elements grows exponentially for each step in the recursive definition, and soon
one looses control over the algebra.
Beside the conjectural symmetry in the reduction to one dimension, hyperbolic Kac-
Moody algebras were also shown to appear near spacelike singularities in supergravity
theories [18, 19]. The chaotic behavior in this limit [20] can be reformulated as a
billiard motion in the Weyl chamber of a hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebra, which for
eleven-dimensional supergravity is e10.
Inspired by the coset symmetries in dimensional reduction and the appearance of
hyperbolic algebras in cosmological billiards, Damour, Henneaux and Nicolai consid-
ered a one-dimensional geodesic sigma model based on the infinite-dimensional coset
E10/K(E10) [21]. They found a correspondence, up to truncations on both sides,
between the sigma model equations of motion and those of eleven-dimensional super-
gravity at a fixed, but arbitrarily chosen spatial point [21, 22]. Corresponding results
for the maximal supergravity theories in ten dimensions were obtained in [23,24] using
the same coset model, but different level decompositions. The model has also been
extended to the fermionic sector of eleven-dimensional supergravity, involving spinor
and vector-spinor representations of k(e10) [25–28]. These representations are finite-
dimensional and thus unfaithful, since the algebra itself is infinite-dimensional. There
are problems with the model related to this fact, and the construction of a faithful
fermionic representation would probably be an important progress. In an alterna-
tive approach it has been has been proposed that eleven-dimensional supergravity is
a nonlinear realization of the Lorentzian algebra e11 [29]. See also [30, 31] for a model
combining the approaches in [21] and [29].
3
1.1 Outline
This text consists of six chapters and is intended to be an introduction to the five
research papers [32–36].
In chapter 2 we review how dimensional reduction gives rise to coset symmetries.
We do this in detail for pure gravity in D dimensions reduced to d = D−n dimensions.
We also discuss very briefly how the symmetry gets enhanced from GL(n) to SL(n+1)
in d = 3. Taking all the bosonic fields in supergravity into account, the global symmetry
groups are extended to (the split real forms of) the exceptional groups En for 4 ≤ n ≤ 8.
In order to describe the corresponding Lie algebras, in particular for E8 and its infinite-
dimensional extensions E9 and E10, we need the mathematical background presented in
chapter 3 and 4. The first of these chapters provides the standard classification of Kac-
Moody algebras, including also the simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras (defined over
the complex numbers). In the end of that chapter we extend the discussion to graded
Lie algebras in general. The gradings of a Kac-Moody algebra, and the concomitant
level decompositions of its adjoint representation are important, in particular in the
infinite-dimensional cases where this is the only way to extract information that we
can compare to physics.
In chapter 4 we discuss generalized Jordan triple systems. These are algebraic
structures that, on certain conditions on both sides, are in one-to-one correspondence
with graded Lie algebras. We refine this general result to some special cases of graded
Lie algebras and generalized Jordan triple systems that we are interested in. We
call them nicely graded Lie algebras and normed triple systems. The nicely graded
Lie algebras include the Kac-Moody algebras that appear in supergravity but also
infinite-dimensional algebras that are not of Kac-Moody type. We explain how the
corresponding normed triple systems are proposed to describe multiple M2-branes in
three-dimensional superconformal theories. In chapter 4 we also present the main result
of [34] in a somewhat different formulation. Given two graded Kac-Moody algebras,
such that one of their Dynkin diagrams is embedded in the other in a certain way, we
show how the corresponding triple systems are related to each other.
In chapter 5 we study the exceptional algebras en, in particular for n = 8, 9, 10,
and their maximal compact subalgebras k(en). Many of the results for e8, e9, e10 hold
in general for finite, affine and hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras, respectively. We apply
the results in chapter 4 to examine the levels in the level decomposition of en under
the an−1 subalgebra. For e9 we relate the a8 levels to the affine levels that appear in
the current algebra construction of e9. We also study the spinor- and vector-spinor
representations of k(en) that arise naturally in the fermionic extension of the original
E10 coset model. For e10 we apply the result about generalized Jordan triple systems
and show how e10 can be constructed in this way from e8. Finally, in chapter 6 we
review briefly the dynamical equivalence between the E10/K(E10) coset model and
eleven-dimensional supergravity, up to truncations on both sides. On the e10 side we
only keep the first two positive a9 levels.
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Beside the introductory text, the thesis also includes the five papers [32–36], hence-
forth referred to as Paper I–V. In Paper I [32] we study the spinor and vector-spinor
representations of k(e10) appearing in the fermionic extension of the original E10 coset
model. We show that the restriction to the k(e9) subalgebra gives the correct R-
symmetry transformations of the fermions in two-dimensional N = 16 supergravity [37].
In Paper II [33] we give an explicit expression for the primitive E8 invariant tensor
with eight symmetric indices, motivated by possible applications to U-duality in the
presence of higher-derivative terms. Paper III [34] contains the result about general-
ized Jordan triple systems that we already mentioned above. We show how two such
triple systems, derived from two graded Kac-Moody algebras g and h (where h should
not be confused with the Cartan subalgebra of g) are related to each other if g is a
certain extension of h. Together with the Kantor-Koecher-Tits construction, which
associates a Lie algebra to any Jordan algebra, this implies that e8, e9 and e10 (and
further extensions) can be constructed in a unified way from the exceptional Jordan
algebra, consisting of hermitian 3 × 3 matrices over the octonions. (However, we do
not do this explicitly in the paper.) In Paper IV [35] we study generalized Jordan
triple systems in the context of superconformal M2-branes. We show that the recently
proposed theories with six or eight supersymmetries can be entirely expressed in terms
of the graded Lie algebra associated to a generalized Jordan triple system. Finally, in
Paper V [36] we return to the bosonic E10 coset model, this time applied to gauged
maximal supergravity in three dimensions. We show that the embedding tensor that
describes the gauge deformation arises naturally as an integration constant.
5
6
2
Eleven-dimensional supergravity and
its reductions
We start with a brief account of the bosonic sector of eleven-dimensional supergravity
[4]. We will then review how coset symmetries arise in dimensional reduction of gravity
[7–9]. A good introduction into the subject, which we partly follow, is [38].
2.1 Eleven-dimensional supergravity
The bosonic sector of eleven-dimensional supergravity consists of an elfbein EM
A and
a gauge field AMNP , which is totally antisymmetric in the three indices.
The curved indices M, N, . . . are lowered with the metric gMN , and the flat indices
A, B, . . . with
ηAB = (−+ · · ·+). (2.1.1)
Both curved and flat indices take the eleven values 0, 1, . . . , 10. We will denote the
inverse of the elfbein by EA
M . Thus the position of curved and flat indices keeps the
notation unambiguous.
The bosonic theory is described by the Lagrangian [22]
L = E(R− 1
48
FMNPQF
MNPQ) + 12−4εMNPQRSTUVWXFMNPQFRSTUAVWX, (2.1.2)
where we have introduced the determinant E of the elfbein and the field strength
FMNPQ = 4∂[MANPQ] (2.1.3)
of the gauge field AMNP . The curvature scalar R can be obtained from the elfbein via
the coefficients of anholonomy
ΩAB
C = 2E[A
MEB]
N∂MEN
C , (2.1.4)
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the spin connection
ωABC =
1
2
(ΩABC + ΩCAB − ΩBCA), (2.1.5)
and the Riemann tensor (without torsion)
RABCD = 2E[A|
M∂Mω|B]CD + 2ω[A|C
Eω|B]ED + 2ω[AB]
EωECD, (2.1.6)
which finally gives
R = ηACηBDRABCD. (2.1.7)
We note that the Riemann tensor RABCD is antisymmetric within the pairs of indices
[AB] and [CD] but symmetric under exchange of the pairs. The spin connection is
antisymmetric in the last pair of indices, ωABC = −ωACB, and 2ω[AB]C = ΩABC .
The bosonic equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (2.1.2) read [22]
DAF
ABCD = 1
8·144
εBCDEFGHIJKLFEFGHFIJKL,
RAB =
1
12
FACDEFB
CDE − 1
144
ηABFCDEFF
CDEF . (2.1.8)
From the fact that partial derivatives commute we have the Bianchi identity
D[AFBCDE] = 0. (2.1.9)
We will come back to these equations in chapter 6, when we study the E10 coset model.
2.2 Dimensional reduction of pure gravity
If we set the gauge field AMNP in eleven-dimensional supergravity to zero, then we are
left with pure gravity in eleven dimensions,
L = ER. (2.2.1)
Pure gravity has the same form in any dimension, so we can as well be general and
consider the D-dimensional theory. Thus we let the indices A and M take D values.
We will perform a dimensional reduction on a (spatial) n-torus to d = D−n spacetime
dimensions. For this we split the D-dimensional spacetime indices as
M → (µ, m) (curved indices)
A→ (α, a) (flat indices) (2.2.2)
where µ, . . . and α, . . . are the d-dimensional spacetime indices, while m, . . . and a, . . .
take n = D − d values. We will raise and lower all small latin indices with the SO(n)
invariant metric δ. Flat greek indices will be raised and lowered with η.
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We will use hats for the D-dimensional quantities. Quantities without hats are
defined in the same way as above, but with d-dimensional indices. We parameterize
the vielbein as
Eˆµ
β = epϕEµ
β, Eˆµ
b = eqϕEm
bAµ
m,
Eˆm
β = 0, Eˆm
b = eqϕEm
b, (2.2.3)
where p and q are constants that we will fix later, in order to have the reduced theory on
a convenient form. The idea of Kaluza-Klein reduction is to interpret Aµ
m and ϕ as m
vector fields and a scalar field (called the dilaton) in d dimensions. Furthermore, unlike
general compactificaation, we neglect all dependence on the compact dimensions, and
set ∂m = 0.
We choose the dilaton such that the internal vielbein Em
a has determinant one.
For the inverse of the vielbein we get
Eˆα
ν = e−pϕEα
ν , Eˆα
n = −e−pϕEα
νAν
n,
Eˆa
ν = 0, Eˆa
n = e−qϕEa
n. (2.2.4)
We introduce ‘flat’ derivatives ∂ˆA and ∂α, for which we have
∂ˆα = Eˆα
µ∂µ = e
−pϕEα
µ∂µ = e
−pϕ∂α. (2.2.5)
Now we get the following coefficients of anholonomy,
epϕΩˆαβγ = Ωαβγ + pηβγ∂αϕ− pηαγ∂βϕ,
epϕΩˆαβc = e
(q−p)ϕFαβc,
epϕΩˆγab = Ea
m∂γEmb + q∂γϕδab,
Ωˆαb
γ = Ωˆab
γ = Ωˆab
c = 0, (2.2.6)
where we have introduced the field strength
Fαβ
m = 2∂[α(Eβ]
µAµ
m), Fαβ
a = Fαβ
mEm
a. (2.2.7)
We proceed with the spin connection,
epϕωˆαβγ = ωαβγ + 2pηα[β∂γ]ϕ ωˆabc = 0,
epϕωˆαβc =
1
2
e(q−p)ϕFαβc, e
pϕωˆcαβ = −
1
2
e(q−p)ϕFαβc,
epϕωˆabγ = Pγab + qδab∂γϕ, e
pϕωˆγab = Qγab, (2.2.8)
where we have decomposed the Maurer-Cartan form Eˆa
m∂γEˆmb into its symmetric and
antisymmetric parts,
Eˆa
m∂γEˆmb = P˜ γab +Qγab, P˜ γab = Eˆ(a|
m∂γEˆm|b), Qγab = Eˆ[a|
m∂γEˆm|b], (2.2.9)
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and furthermore taken out the trace,
P˜ γab = Pγab + qδab∂γϕ, Pγaa = 0, P˜ γaa = nq∂γϕ. (2.2.10)
It is now straightforward to compute the Riemann tensor. The result is
e2pϕRˆαβγδ = Rαβγδ + 4pηβγDαDδϕ− 2p
2ηαγηβδD
εϕDεϕ+ 4p
2ηβδDαϕDγϕ
− 1
2
e2(q−p)ϕ(FαγaFβδa + FαβeFγδe),
e2pϕRˆαβγd = e
(q−p)ϕ(pDγϕFαβd − pDαϕFβγd + pηγαD
εϕFβεd
− 1
2
DγFαβd −
1
2
FαβeP˜ γde − FαγeP˜ βde),
e2pϕRˆabγδ = −
1
2
e2(q−p)FγεaFδ
ε
b − 2P˜γaeP˜δbe,
e2pϕRˆaβcδ = 2pP˜ δacDβϕ− pηβδP˜ εacD
εϕ−DβP˜ δac − P˜ βaeP˜ δce
+ 1
4
e2(q−p)ϕFβεcFδ
ε
a,
e2pϕRˆabcδ = e
(q−p)ϕP˜ εacFδ
ε
b,
e2pϕRˆabcd = −2P˜ εacP˜
ε
bd. (2.2.11)
with implicit (anti-)symmetrizations on the right hand side. The covariant derivative
Dα is defined by Dα = ∂α + ωα +Qα. From the Riemann tensor we get
Rˆ = ηACηBDRˆABCD = e
−2pϕ[R− s(∂αϕ)(∂
αϕ)− 2((d− 1)p+ nq)D2ϕ
− 1
4
gmne
2(q−p)ϕϕFαβ
mF αβn − P αabP
α
ab], (2.2.12)
where we have set
s = (d− 1)(d− 2)p2 + 2n(d− 2)pq + n(n+ 1)q2 (2.2.13)
for convenience. The determinants of the vielbeine EˆM
A and Em
a are related to each
other as Eˆ = e(dp+nq)ϕE, so we get
L = EˆRˆ = erϕE[R − s(∂αϕ)(∂
αϕ)− 2((d− 1)p+ nq)D2ϕ
− 1
4
e2(q−p)ϕFαβaF
αβ
a − PαabP
α
ab] (2.2.14)
where r = ((d − 2)p + nq). We set r = 0 (Einstein frame), so that we can neglect the
D2ϕ term as a total derivative. Furthermore, we choose the standard normalization
s = 1/2 of the kinetic term. Thus the constants are fixed to
q = −
(d− 2)
n
p, p = ±
√
n
2(d− 2)(d− 2 + n)
, (2.2.15)
and we end up with the Lagrangian
L = E[R − 1
2
(∂αϕ)(∂
αϕ)− 1
4
e2(q−p)ϕFαβaF
αβ
a − P αabP
α
ab]. (2.2.16)
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This Lagrangian is invariant globally under GL(n) and locally under SO(n). To un-
derstand what this means, we rewrite the Lagrangian in terms of matrices. We let V
be the internal vielbein, which is an n × n matrix with determinant one and compo-
nents Vma = Em
a. Furthermore, we let M be the symmetric n × n matrix V V t with
components
Mmn = (V V
t)mn = VmaVna = Em
aEn
a. (2.2.17)
Finally, we interpret Pαab and F αβa as the components of a traceless symmetric n× n
matrix Pα and an n× 1 column matrix F αβ . After a little algebra we find that
tr (PαP
α) = −tr (∂αM∂
αM−1), (2.2.18)
and the last two terms in the Lagrangian (to be multiplied with the overall factor E)
can be written
−tr (PαP
α)− 1
4
e2(q−p)ϕFαβ
tV V tF αβ = tr (∂αM∂
αM−1)− Fαβ
tMF αβ . (2.2.19)
First we show that this part of the Lagrangian has a global SL(n) symmetry. Consider
the transformations
V → LV, Fαβ → (L
t)−1Fαβ, (2.2.20)
where L is a constant n× n matrix with determinant one. This means that we replace
V by LV and F by (Lt)−1F everywhere. Then M and M−1 transform as
M → LMLt, M−1 → (L−1)tM−1L−1. (2.2.21)
Since L is constant and the trace is invariant under cyclic permutations, we get
tr (∂αM∂
αM−1)→ tr (∂αM∂
αM−1), (2.2.22)
and it is also easy to see that
Fαβ
tV V tF αβ → Fαβ
tV V tF αβ. (2.2.23)
The first two terms in the Lagrangian (2.2.16) and the overall factor E do not depend
on V or F , so it follows that the whole expression is invariant. Consider now the
transformation
V → V J, (2.2.24)
where J is an orthogonal n× n matrix, leaving F invariant. Then we get
M = V V t → V JJ tV t = V JJ−1V t =M, (2.2.25)
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so the Lagrangian is invariant even if J is not constant. The set of all n× n matrices
with determinant one form the Lie group SL(n) under matrix multiplication, and the
subgroup SO(n) consists of all orthogonal n×n matrices. What we have shown is that
the Lagrangian (2.2.16) has a global SL(n) symmetry and a local SO(n) symmetry.
Alternatively, this can be shown by considering infinitesimal transformations. Then
one acts with matrices that belong to the corresponding Lie algebras instead, sl(n)
and its subalgebra so(n). They consist of all traceless and all antisymmetric n × n
matrices, respectively. Thus Pα itself is an element of the Lie algebra sl(n), but not of
so(n), whereas M is an element of the Lie group SL(n). The antisymmetric part Qα
of the Maurer-Cartan form, which dropped out of the Lagrangian, is an element of the
Lie algebra so(n) as well as of sl(n). Upon inclusion of the dilaton, or the trace part
of the Maurer-Cartan form, SL(n) and sl(n) extends to GL(n) and gl(n).
2.3 Hidden symmetries
The GL(n) and SO(n) symmetries that we studied in the preceding section are ex-
amples of manifest symmetries – they were already suggested by the use of curved
and flat indices. However, when d = 3, the symmetry gets enhanced from GL(n) to
SL(n + 1), although all the expressions have the same form, independently of d. The
reason is that a p-form in d dimensions has the same number of degrees of freedom as a
(d−2−p)-form. Any p-form is dual to a (d−2−p)-form and they can be interchanged
by dualization. We will not explain this in detail, but as we have seen, we get n vector
fields Aµ
m in addition to the scalars when we reduce pure gravity from D to d = D−n
dimensions. But in three dimensions, vectors are dual to scalars. This means that in
addition to the components of the matrix Pα and the dilaton ϕ, we get n extra scalars
after dualization, and there are no other bosonic degrees of freedom. The number of
scalars is thus the number of components of the matrix Pα plus 1 + n. A symmetric
n× n matrix has
dim sl(n)− dim so(n) = n2 − 1
2
n(n− 1) = 1
2
n(n + 1) (2.3.1)
independent components, so the total number of scalars after dualization is
1
2
n(n + 1) + n + 1 = 1
2
(n+ 1)(n+ 2) = dim sl(n+ 1)− dim so(n + 1). (2.3.2)
A detailed study shows that the symmetry is indeed SL(n+1) globally and SO(n+1)
locally. Thus the whole Lagrangian (2.2.16) can in this case be written as three-
dimensional pure gravity coupled to a nonlinear sigma model of the form (2.2.18).
For D = 11, the number m of scalars after reduction to d dimensions is given by the
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following table.
d m after dualization
11 0 0
10 1 1
9 3 3
8 6 6
7 10 10
6 15 15
5 21 21
4 28 28
3 36 +8 = 44
So far, we have considered pure gravity. We will now extend the discussion to the full
bosonic sector of maximal supergravity. Except for the vielbein EM
A, it also contains
an antisymmetric three-form AMNP . It gives rise to two-forms, one-forms and scalars in
lower dimensions. If we in each dimension d dualize all p-forms such that d−2−p = 0,
then we get the following total number of scalars from the original three-form.
d m after dualization
11 0 0
10 0 0
9 0 0
8 1 1
7 4 4
6 10 10
5 20 +1 = 21
4 35 +7 = 42
3 56 +28 = 84
We denote the Lie algebras corresponding to the global and local symmetries by g and
k(g), respectively. In the next chapter we will see that k(g) is the maximal compact
subalgebra of g. They extend sl(n) and so(n) to more intricate Lie algebras, given in
the table below [7–9].
d g k(g) dim g− dim k(g)
10 u(1) {0} 1− 0 = 1
9 sl(2)⊕ u(1) so(2) 4− 1 = 3
8 sl(3)⊕ sl(2) so(3)⊕ so(2) 11− 4 = 7
7 sl(5) so(5) 24− 10 = 14
6 so(5, 5) so(5)⊕ so(5) 45− 20 = 25
5 e6(6) sp(4) 78− 36 = 42
4 e7(7) su(8) 133− 63 = 70
3 e8(8) so(16) 248− 120 = 128
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As for pure gravity, we will not show this is in detail, but try to convince the reader
by counting the degrees of freedom. For any 3 ≤ d ≤ 10, the dimension of the coset
p = g⊖ k(g), (which is the rightmost number in the last table) coincides with the sum
of the number of scalars after dualization (which are the numbers in the two previous
tables).
There is a Lie algebra en (with split real form en(n)) for any n ≥ 6, not only for
n = 6, 7, 8 as in the table above. In fact, we will see that the algebras g for d = 6 and
d = 7 can be considered as en for n = 5 and n = 4, respectively. It is therefore natural
to expect that also e9, e10 and e11 show up in the reduction to two, one or even zero
dimensions. However, we cannot proceed in the same way after d = 3, since scalars
become dual to scalars in two dimensions. On the mathematical side, this difficulty is
reflected by the fact that the Lie algebras en are infinite-dimensional for n ≥ 9. We
will see how one can handle this in chapter 5, but first we need some more general
background about Lie algebras.
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3
Lie algebras
The simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras were classified by Cartan and Killing a
long time ago. In this classification, e6, e7, e8 are included as exceptional Lie algebras
(together with f4 and g2). As we will see in this chapter, there is a natural way to
extend the classification, such that also some infinite-dimensional Lie algebras can be
included. In particular, Lie algebras en can be defined as such Kac-Moody algebras
for any n ≥ 4. When we talk about exceptional Lie algebras in this thesis, we refer
to this generalized meaning. All Lie algebras that we consider are defined over the
complex numbers if nothing else is stated. For introductions to Lie algebras and their
representations, we recommend [39, 40].
3.1 Kac-Moody algebras
The Cartan-Killing classification of simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras is based on
the assignment of a (unique) Cartan matrix to any such Lie algebra, which describes
it completely. By relaxing one of the conditions that a Cartan matrix must satisfy,
one obtains a much larger class of Lie algebras, called Kac-Moody algebras [41–46].
We will henceforth talk about Cartan matrices in this generalized meaning. The cor-
respondence between Cartan matrices and Kac-Moody algebras is one-to-one up to
isomorphisms between Kac-Moody algebras and permutations of the index set labeling
rows and columns in the Cartan matrix [47].
In section 3.1.1, we will review the classification of Cartan matrices, following [48].
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between Cartan matrices and Kac-Moody
algebras this will then correspond to a classification of Kac-Moody algebras. In section
3.1.3 we will explain how a Kac-Moody algebra is constructed from its Cartan matrix
A if detA 6= 0.
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3.1.1 Cartan matrices
Let A be an indecomposable square matrix with integer entries Aij . If Aii = 2 along
the diagonal (no summation) and Aij ≤ 0 for i 6= j, with
Aij = 0⇔ Aji = 0, (3.1.1)
then A is called a Cartan matrix.
For any column matrix a, we write a > 0 if all entries are positive, and a < 0 if all
entries are negative. We now define an r × r Cartan matrix A to be
• finite if Ab > 0,
• affine if Ab = 0,
• indefinite if Ab < 0
for some r × 1 matrix b > 0. One and only one of these three assertions is valid for
any A, and in the affine case, b is uniquely defined up to normalization [48,49]. Affine
Cartan matrices can also be characterized in the following way.
• A is affine if and only if detA = 0 and deletion of any row and the corresponding
column gives a direct sum of finite Cartan matrices.
As we will describe in section 3.1.3, any Cartan matrix defines uniquely a Lie
algebra, and all Lie algebras that can be obtained in this way are called Kac-Moody
algebras. Thus we can say that a Kac-Moody algebra is finite, affine or indefinite
if the same holds for its Cartan matrix. Finite Kac-Moody algebras are then nothing
but simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras, and their construction gives us back the
Cartan-Killing classification. Also the affine Kac-Moody algebras are well understood,
as certain extensions of finite algebras. On the other hand, the indefinite Kac-Moody
algebras are neither fully classified nor well understood. We need to impose further
conditions in order to study them along with the finite and affine algebras. In what
follows we will always require an indefinite Cartan matrix A to be symmetrizable,
which means that there is a diagonal matrix D with positive diagonal entries such
that DA is symmetric. Then D is unique up to an overall factor. All finite and affine
algebras are already symmetrizable [48, 49]. It now follows that
• A is finite if and only if A is symmetrizable and the symmetrized matrix has
signature (+ · · ·++),
• A is affine if and only if A is symmetrizable and the symmetrized matrix has
signature (+ · · ·+ 0 ).
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Analogously, we define A to be Lorentzian if A is symmetrizable and the symmetrized
matrix has signature (+ · · · + −). (With signature we mean the number of positive,
negative or zero eigenvalues. Their order does not matter.) Clearly, the Lorentzian
algebras form a subclass of the class of indefinite algebras, but we can restrict it even
further. Similarly to the characterization of the affine case above, we define hyperbolic
Cartan matrices in the following way.
• A is hyperbolic if and only if detA < 0 and deletion of any row and the corre-
sponding column gives a direct sum of affine or finite matrices.
It can be shown that any hyperbolic Cartan matrix is Lorentzian. We say that a
Kac-Moody algebra is Lorentzian or hyperbolic if the same holds for its Cartan
matrix.
3.1.2 Dynkin diagrams
To any r × r Cartan matrix A, we can associate a graph which consists of r nodes
(labeled 1, 2, . . . , r) and for each pair of nodes (i, j) a number (max {|Aij|, |Aji|}) of
lines between them. If the Cartan matrix A is symmetric, then this graph specifies it
completely. Such a graph, which contains all information about the Cartan matrix, is
called theDynkin diagram of the Cartan matrix. However, if Aij 6= Aji for some pair
(i, j), then the graph needs to be supplemented with additional information in order
to specify the Cartan matrix completely as a Dynkin diagram. In the most interesting
cases this can be done by equipping the lines between the nodes i and j with an arrow,
pointing towards j if |Aij| > |Aji|. In this thesis, we will mainly consider simply-laced
algebras, which means that we only have the two possibilities below for the off-diagonal
entries in the Cartan matrix (we recall that the diagonal entries are all equal to 2).
Dynkin diagram Cartan matrix
❞ ❞
i j
Aij = Aji = 0
❞ ❞
i j
Aij = Aji = −1
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between Cartan matrices and Dynkin dia-
grams, we can talk about finite, affine and indefinite Dynkin diagrams. The character-
izations above of affine and hyperbolic matrices can now be formulated as
• A is affine if detA = 0 and deletion of any node gives finite diagrams.
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• A is hyperbolic if detA < 0 and deletion of any node gives affine or finite dia-
grams.
Permutation of rows and (the corresponding) columns in A corresponds to rela-
beling the nodes in the Dynkin diagram. The condition that a Cartan matrix should
be indecomposable corresponds to the condition that a Dynkin diagram should be
connected.
3.1.3 The Chevalley-Serre relations
We will now describe how a Lie algebra can be constructed from a given Cartan matrix
A or, equivalently, from its Dynkin diagram. The Lie algebra g′ obtained in this way
is called the derived Kac-Moody algebra of A. The Kac-Moody algebra g of A is
then defined as a certain extension of g′ in the case when A is affine. We will explain
this in chapter 5.4. If A is finite or indefinite, then g coincides with g′.
In the construction of the Lie algebra g′ from its Cartan matrix A, one starts with
3r generators ei, fi, hi satisfying the Chevalley relations (no summation)
[ei, fj ] = δijhj , [hi, hj ] = 0,
[hi, ej ] = Ajiej , [hi, fj ] = −Ajifj . (3.1.2)
The elements hi span the abelian Cartan subalgebra h. The derived Kac-Moody
algebra g′ is then generated by ei and fi modulo the Serre relations (no summation)
(ad ei)
1−Ajiej = 0, (ad fi)
1−Ajifj = 0. (3.1.3)
It follows from the Chevalley relations (3.1.2) that g, except for the Cartan elements,
is spanned by the set of multiple commutators
[· · · [[ei1 , ei2 ], ei3 ], . . . , ein ], [· · · [[fi1 , fi2 ], fi3 ], . . . , fin], (3.1.4)
for all n ≥ 1, which is restricted by the Serre relations (3.1.3). It also follows from
(3.1.2) that these multiple commutators are eigenvectors of ad h for any h ∈ h, and
thus each of them defines an element µ in the dual space of h, such that µ(h) is the
corresponding eigenvalue. These elements µ are the roots of g and the eigenvectors are
called root vectors. In particular, ei are root vectors of the simple roots αi, which
form a basis of the dual space of h. In this basis, an arbitrary root µ = µiαi has integer
components µi, either all non-negative (if µ is a positive root) or all non-positive (if
µ is a negative root).
For finite Kac-Moody algebras, the space of root vectors corresponding to any root
is one-dimensional. Furthermore, if µ is a root, then −µ is a root as well, but no other
multiples of µ. For any positive root µ of a finite Kac-Moody algebra g, we let eµ be a
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root vector corresponding to µ like the first one in (3.1.4), with αi1+αi1+ · · ·+αin = µ.
In what follows we will write such a multiple commutator as
[ei1 , ei2 , . . . , ein ], (3.1.5)
assuming the same ordering as in (3.1.4). Then eµ is fixed up to a sign, and we let fµ
be the root vector
[−fi1 , −fi2 , . . . , −fin ], (3.1.6)
corresponding to −µ. Thus a basis of g is formed by these root vectors eµ, fµ for all
positive roots µ, and by the Cartan elements hi for all i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
The reason for the minus signs in (3.1.6) is that we can now also associate an
element hµ in the Cartan subalgebra to each positive root in a way such that the
relations (3.1.2) for i = j extend from the simple roots to all positive roots,
[eµ, fµ] = hµ, [hµ, eµ] = 2eµ, [hµ, fµ] = −2fµ. (3.1.7)
Now we can also define an involution ω on the finite Kac-Moody algebra g by
ω(hµ) = −hµ, ω(eµ) = −fµ, ω(fµ) = −eµ, (3.1.8)
for all positive rots µ = µiαi, where hµ = µ
ihi. This involution is called the Chevalley
involution.
For an arbitrary derived Kac-Moody algebra, there can bem ≥ 1 linearly dependent
root vectors to a given root, which is then said to have multiplicity m. Then the root
vectors eµ and fµ are not uniquely given by the root µ up to a sign, as for finite algebras.
In order to distinguish between linearly independent root vectors corresponding to the
same root, we must also specify the order of the simple root vectors in the multiple
commutators. The Chevalley involution is in this general case defined by
ω(hi) = −hi, ω(ei) = −fi, ω(fi) = −ei (3.1.9)
for the Chevalley generators, and then extended to the whole algebra by the homo-
morphism property.
3.1.4 The Killing form
In any finite-dimensional Lie algebra g we can define a bilinear form κ, called the
Killing form, by κ(x, y) = tr (ad x ◦ ad y). The Killing form is symmetric and invari-
ant under the adjoint action of the algebra,
κ([a, b], c) + κ(b, [a, c]) = 0. (3.1.10)
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Furthermore it is non-degenerate if and only if the Lie algebra is semisimple. If g
is simple and finite-dimensional then κ can equivalently, up to an overall factor, be
defined by
κ(ei, fj) = Dij , κ(hi, hj) = (DA)ij, (3.1.11)
for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , r, where D is a diagonal matrix (unique up to an overall factor)
such that DA is symmetric. In all other cases the Killing form is defined to be zero. It
can then be extended to the full algebra by the symmetry and invariance properties,
together with the Chevalley relations. The Killing form will then be symmetric and
invariant by construction, but also non-degenerate. Moreover, these properties define
the Killing form uniquely up to automorphisms and an overall normalization.
3.1.5 The maximal compact subalgebra
The maximal compact subalgebra k(g) of a Kac-Moody algebra g is defined as the
subalgebra of g which is pointwise fixed by the Chevalley involution. Thus it consists
of all elements x + ω(x), where x ∈ g. A basis is given by eµ − fµ for all root vectors
eµ, fµ. Similarly, we define the coset p(g) to be the subspace consisting of all elements
x−ω(x). Thus it is spanned by all elements eµ+ fµ, and the Cartan generators. With
respect to the Killing form, the maximal compact subalgebra k(g) is negative-definite,
the coset p(g) is positive-definite away from the Cartan subalgebra, and these two
subspaces of g are orthogonal complements to each other. Moreover, we have
[k, k] ⊂ k, [k, p] ⊂ p, [p, p] ⊂ k, (3.1.12)
so the subspace p(g) constitutes a representation of the subalgebra k(g), but p(g) does
not close under the Lie bracket. The decomposition g = k + p is called the Cartan
decomposition.
The maximal compact subalgebra k(g) of a Kac-Moody algebra g is itself a Kac-
Moody algebra or a direct sum of Kac-Moody algebras as long as g is finite. As we
will see, this is in general not true if g is infinite-dimensional.
3.1.6 Example: sl(n)
The Lie algebra an−1 (n ≥ 2) has the following Dynkin diagram.
1 2 3 n− 1
✐ ✐ ✐ ✐
This Lie algebra can also be described as sl(n), consisting of all traceless n×n matrices
with the ordinary commutator as the Lie bracket. It can be embedded into gl(n), the
Lie algebra of all n× n matrices (not necessarily traceless). As basis elements we can
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take all matrices Kab for a, b = 1, 2, . . . , n, where the entry in row a and column b is
one, and all other entries are zero. The commutation relations are then
[Kab, K
c
d] = δ
c
bK
a
d − δ
a
dK
c
b. (3.1.13)
The subalgebra sl(n) is obtained by factoring out the one-dimensional ideal spanned
by the identity matrix. Then we can write the Chevalley generators as
ha = K
a+1
a+1 −K
a
a, ea = K
a+1
a, fa = K
a
a+1. (3.1.14)
and we see that the Chevalley involution is given by minus the transpose. Thus the
maximal compact subalgebra of sl(n) is so(n), consisting of all antisymmetric matrices.
By embedding sl(n) into gl(n), the Killing form can be written
κ(Kab, K
c
d) = δ
c
bδ
a
d +mδ
a
bδ
c
d (3.1.15)
for an arbitrary number m (the terms involving m cancel out for the sl(n) subalgebra).
For two arbitrary traceless matrices x and y, this gives κ(x, y) = tr (xy).
3.2 Graded Lie algebras
Kac-Moody algebras are special cases of graded Lie algebras. In fact, it was the interest
in graded Lie algebras that led Kac (independently of Moody) to the study of Kac-
Moody algebras [48].
With a graded (or Z-graded) Lie algebra we mean a Lie algebra that can be written
as a direct sum of subspaces gk ⊂ g for all integers k, such that
[gm, gn] ⊆ gm+n (3.2.1)
for all integers m, n. If there is a positive integer m such that g±m 6= 0 but g±k = 0
for all k > m, then the Lie algebra g is (2m+ 1)-graded. We will occasionally use the
notation g± = g±1 + g±2 + · · · . A graded involution τ on the Lie algebra g is an
automorphism such that τ 2(x) = x for any x ∈ g and τ(gk) = g−k for any integer k. A
characteristic element [50, 51] in a graded Lie algebra g is an element d such that
[d, x] = kx (3.2.2)
if x ∈ gk, for all integers k. Any semisimple finite-dimensional graded Lie algebra has
a characteristic element [52].
3.2.1 Graded Kac-Moody algebras
Consider a simple Kac-Moody algebra g and choose a simple root αi. For any negative
(positive) integer k, let gk be the subspace of g spanned by all root vectors eµ (fµ) such
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that the component µi of the root µ, corresponding to αi in the basis of simple roots,
is equal to |k|. Let g0 be spanned by all Cartan generators hj and all root vectors eµ
and fµ such that µ
i = 0. In this way any simple root αi gives a grading of g.
Generally, any set of simple roots αi1 , αi2 , . . . , αin gives a grading of g where gk
is spanned by all root vectors eµ or fµ such that µ
i1 + µi2 + · · · + µin = ±k and, if
k = 0, the Cartan generators. Any grading of a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra
g, such that [gi, gj ] = gi+j for all integers i, j, is given by a set of simple roots in this
way [52]. With a graded Kac-Moody algebra we will always mean a simple Kac-Moody
algebra togehter with such a grading for some set S of simple roots. It follows that
the Chevalley involution is a graded involution in a graded Kac-Moody algebra. Any
graded involution τ together with the Killing form κ on g induces a non-degenerate
bilinear form on the subspace g−1, given by
(x, y) = κ(x, τ(y)) (3.2.3)
for all x, y ∈ g−1. We call this the bilinear form associated to τ . A finite or indefinite
graded Kac-Moody algebra has a unique characteristic element d in the Cartan subal-
gebra. Its components in the basis of Cartan generators are given by the solution to the
equation Ad = b where A is the Cartan matrix of g and bi = 1 if αi belongs to the set
S that defines the grading, and bi = 0 otherwise. Since g is simple, detA 6= 0 and the
equation has a unique solution. The subalgebra g0 is a direct sum of one-dimensional
Lie algebras spanned by the Cartan elements corresponding to the set S and a direct
sum g0
′ of derived Kac-Moody algebras. Their Dynkin diagrams are obtained from
that of g by deleting the nodes that correspond to the set S of simple roots.
3.2.2 Level decomposition
The grading of a Kac-Moody algebra comes with a level decomposition of its adjoint
representation under the g0
′ subalgebra. Since [g0, gm] ⊂ gm as a special case of (3.2.1),
the subspace gm ⊂ g constitutes a representation rm of g0′, which is the representation
at level m in the level decomposition. It follows that rm is a subrepresentation of the
m-fold tensor product (r1)
m, irreducible or not. At level 2, only the antisymmetric
part of r1 ⊗ r1 occurs, because of antisymmetry of the Lie bracket. At level 3, the
totally antisymmetric part of r1 ⊗ r1 ⊗ r1 is ruled out because of the Jacobi identity.
In addition, the Serre relations restrict the representation at any nonzero level.
3.2.3 The universal graded Lie algebra
In this section we will show how any vector space V naturally gives rise to a graded
Lie algebra
U˜(V ) = U˜− + U˜0 + U˜+. (3.2.4)
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As we will see, any graded Lie algebra g such that [g−m, g−n] = g−m−n for all positive
integersm, n can be embedded in U˜(g−1) [53]. This will be important when we consider
generalized Jordan triple systems in the next chapter. Moreover, any graded Lie algebra
can be embedded into U˜(g−), which gives a nonlinear realization of g [52]. A well known
example of this is the conformal realization of so(2, d), as we explain in Paper III.
With an operator of order p ≥ 1 on a vector space V we mean a p-linear map
V p → V . Let A and B be operators on a vector space V of order p and q, respectively.
Then we define the composition A ◦B to be an operator on V of order p+ q − 1 by
(A ◦B)(v1, . . . , vp+q−1)
=
p∑
m=1
∑
A(vn1 , . . . , vnm−1 , B(vnm , . . . , vnm+q−1), vq+m, . . . , vp+q−1) (3.2.5)
where the second sum goes over all distinct values of the q indices nm, . . . , nm+q−1
chosen among the m + q − 1 values 1, . . . , m + q − 1, such that nm < · · · < nm+q−1
and the remaining indices are ordered such that n1 < · · · < nm−1. For any integer
k ≥ 0, let U˜k be the vector space spanned by all operators on V of order k+1, and let
U˜0 + U˜+ be the direct sum of all these vector spaces [53]. Then U˜0 + U˜+ is a graded
Lie algebra under the commutator
[A, B] = A ◦B − B ◦ A. (3.2.6)
A basis element A in U˜p−1 for p ≥ 1 is thus an operator on V of order p, but it can
also be viewed as a linear map V → U˜ p−2 by
A(v1)(v2, . . . , vp) ≡ A(v1, v2, . . . , vp). (3.2.7)
The vector spaces U˜k for k ≥ −1 can be defined recursively in this way, starting from
U˜−1 = V . We will in the continuation use this definition of U˜k instead of the one above
by Kantor [53]. One reason for this is that (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) then can be replaced by
the simple formula
[A, B] = (ad A) ◦B − (ad B) ◦ A, (3.2.8)
where, if B is of order zero, [A, B(v)] should be read as A(B(v)) for any v in V . It
is straightforward to show by induction that the two definitions of the Lie bracket are
equivalent.
Having defined U˜+ and U˜0, we complete the vector space U˜(V ) by defining U˜− as
the free Lie algebra generated by V = U˜−1, where U˜−k, for any k ≥ 1, is spanned by
all multiple commutators [v1, v2, . . . , vk]. We extend the Lie algebra structure on the
subspaces U˜− and U˜0 + U˜+ to the whole of U˜(V ) by
[A, v] = A(v) (3.2.9)
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for any A in U˜ 0 + U˜+ and any v in V . Since U˜−(V ) is generated by elements in V ,
this defines all commutation relations between U˜− and U˜0+ U˜+ by the Jacobi identity.
The resulting algebra U˜(V ) is the universal graded Lie algebra of V [53].
Any graded Lie algebra g such that [g−m, g−n] = g−m−n for all positive integers
m, n is isomorphic to the direct sum
(U˜−/D)⊕ U0 ⊕ U+ ⊂ U˜(g−1), (3.2.10)
where U0⊕U+ is a certain subalgebra of U˜0⊕ U˜+, and D is a graded ideal of U˜− [53].
(This means that D is the direct sum of its subspaces D ∩ Uk for all k.)
In fact, it is possible to embed any graded Lie algebra g in a universal graded Lie
algebra U˜(V ), such that g is entirely contained in U˜−1 + U˜ 0 + U˜+. But then we must
let the vector space g be the whole of g−, and not only g−1. Furthermore, the basis
elements in g are mapped onto symmetric operators in U˜ 0 + U˜+. An operator A on V
of order p is symmetric if
A(. . . , vi, . . . , vj , . . .) = A(. . . , vj , . . . , vi, . . .) (3.2.11)
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p. Then there is a corresponding map a : V → V defined by
a(v) = A(v, . . . , v). (3.2.12)
Conversely, A is uniquely given by a, so we can identify A with a as an element in
U˜−1 + U˜ 0 + U˜+. The composition of a with another such element b is a symmetric
operator as well, given by
(a ◦ b)(v) = pA(b(v), v, . . . , v). (3.2.13)
Let M(V ) be the subalgebra of U˜−1 + U˜ 0 + U˜+ spanned by all symmetric operators.
Then M(V ) is a graded Lie algebra with M−k = 0 for k ≥ −2.
It has been shown [52] (see also [54]) that there is an injective homomorphism
χ : g→M(g−) given by
χ(u) : x 7→
(
ad x
1− e−ad x
Pe−ad x
)
(u), (3.2.14)
where P is the projection onto U− along U0 + U+, and the ratio should be considered
as the power series
ad x
1− e−ad x
= 1 +
ad x
2
+
(ad x)2
12
−
(ad x)4
720
+ · · · . (3.2.15)
Since g is graded, χ induces a grading on χ(g). However, this is not the same grading
as the one that χ(g) is equipped with as a subalgebra of U˜−1 + U˜ 0 + U˜+.
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The grading that χ induces on χ(g) can be defined onM(V ) for an arbitrary vector
space V , that is a direct sum of (infinitely many) subspaces V1, V2, . . .. Let A be an
element in M(V ) (that not necessarily belongs to one of the subspaces Mk). Then we
can write A(v) as a sum of An(v) for all n = 1, 2, . . ., where An is a map V → Vn.
Suppose that An is a (p1 + p2 + · · · )-linear map
An : (V1)
p1 × (V2)
p2 × · · · → Vn, (3.2.16)
symmetric under permutation of elements that belong to the same vector space Vm.
(In general, An will be a sum of such maps.) Then we say that A has grade p if
p1 + 2p2 + 3p3 + · · · = n + p for all n. Note that the grade can also be negative.
As before, we can identify A as a symmetric operator of grade p with a corresponding
map a : V → V . Then the composition a ◦ b of a and another symmetric operator b,
of grade q, is now the symmetric operator of grade p+ q given by
(a ◦ b)n(v) = p1An(b(v)1, v1, . . . , v1; v2, v2, . . . , v2; . . .)
+ p2An(v1, v1, . . . , v1; b(v)2, v2, . . . , v2; . . .) + · · · (3.2.17)
for all n = 1, 2, . . ., and a Lie bracket as usual by [a, b] = a ◦ b− b ◦ a. It follows that
M(V ) is a graded Lie algebra also with this grading, which is preserved by the inverse
of the homomorphism χ for V = g−1.
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4
Generalized Jordan triple systems
In the end of the preceding chapter, we saw that any vector space V gives rise to a
graded Lie algebra U˜(V ). Furthermore, we said that any graded Lie algebra g generated
by its g±1 subspaces can be embedded in U˜(V ) for some vector space V . In this chapter
we will see how a given graded Lie algebra can be extracted from U˜(V ). This is done by
identifying V with g−1 and adding extra structure to this vector space, corresponding
to the properties of g. The result is a generalized Jordan triple system.
In this chapter we will study various kinds of generalized Jordan triple systems and
their associated graded Lie algebras. One reason for this is that we might learn more
about the exceptional Lie algebras appearing in supergravity by studying their corre-
sponding generalized Jordan triple systems. We can also go in the opposite direction
and learn more about a generalized Jordan triple system by studying its associated
graded Lie algebra. In the end of this chapter we will explain how a certain kind of
generalized Jordan triple systems, called three-algebras, are used in three-dimensional
superconformal theories to describe multiple M2-branes. In Paper IV we show how
the theory can equivalently be formulated in terms of the associated graded Lie alge-
bra. Such a formulation might lead to a generalization of the theory, since g−1 (the
three-algebra) is only one of many subspaces of a graded Lie algebra g.
4.1 Preliminaries
A triple system is a vector space V together with a trilinear map
V × V × V → V, (x, y, z) 7→ (xyz), (4.1.1)
called triple product. Let g be a graded Lie algebra with a graded involution τ .
Then g−1 is a triple system with the triple product
(xyz) = [[x, τ(y)], z]. (4.1.2)
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As a consequence of the Jacobi identity and the fact that τ is an involution, this triple
product satisfies the identity
(uv(xyz))− (xy(uvz)) = ((uvx)yz)− (x(vuy)z). (4.1.3)
Any triple system that satisfies (4.1.3) is called a generalized Jordan triple system.
Let V be an arbitrary generalized Jordan triple system (not necessarily derived from
a Lie algebra as above) of dimensionm, and let TA be a basis of V , forA = 1, 2, . . . , m.
In analogy with Lie algebras we introduce structure constants fABCD for V , which
specify the triple product by
(TAT BT C) = fABCDT
D. (4.1.4)
The identity (4.1.3) can then be written
fABCDf
EFD
G − f
EFC
Df
ABD
G = f
EFA
Df
DBC
G − f
FEB
Df
ADC
G. (4.1.5)
4.2 Normed triple systems
Suppose now that g has a non-degenerate bilinear form κ, which is symmetric and
invariant,
κ(x, y) = κ(y, x), κ([x, y], z) = κ(x, [y, z]), (4.2.1)
and such that κ(gm, gn) = 0 whenever m + n 6= 0. The obvious example of such a
bilinear form is the Killing form in a graded Kac-Moody algebra, but we want to be
more general here and allow for Lie algebras that are not of Kac-Moody type. Together
with the involution τ , the bilinear form κ on g induces a bilinear form on g−1 by
h(x, y) = κ(x, τ(y)). (4.2.2)
We call h the bilinear form associated to τ . Suppose that h is symmetric (which
means that κ is preserved by τ). Then we call g a nicely graded Lie algebra. As a
consequence of the invariance (4.2.1), we have
h(w, (xyz)) = h(y, (zwx)) = h(x, (wzy)) = h(z, (yxw)). (4.2.3)
If this identity holds for some symmetric bilinear form h defined on a generalized Jordan
triple system V , then we say that h is a metric on V , and that V is a normed triple
system. Thus any nicely graded Lie algebra gives rise to a normed triple system. We
introduce the components hAB of the metric by
hAB = h(TA, T B). (4.2.4)
We use hAB and the inverse hAB to raise and lower indices, for example,
TA = hABT
B, fABCD = fABCEh
DE . (4.2.5)
The identity (4.2.3) can now be written
fABCD = fCDAB = fBADC = fDCBA. (4.2.6)
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4.3 The associated Lie algebra
In section 3.2.3, we defined the universal graded Lie algebra U˜(V ) of an arbitrary vector
space V . We will now assume that V is a generalized Jordan triple system, and use
this to define a subalgebra of U˜(V ).
For any pair of basis elements (TA, T B) of V , we define the linear map
SAB : V → V, SAB(T C) = fABCDT
D. (4.3.1)
Thus (4.1.3) can be written
[SAB, SCD] = fABCES
ED − fBADES
CE . (4.3.2)
For any basis element TA, we also define the linear map
T¯A : V → End V, T¯A(T B) = SAB, (4.3.3)
Let L0 be the subspace of U˜0 spanned by all S
AB, and let L+ be the subspace of U˜+
generated by all elements T¯A in U˜1. Furthermore, let L− be a Lie algebra isomorphic to
L+, with the isomorphism denoted by τ . Thus L− is generated by all elements τ(T¯
A).
Consider the vector space
L(V ) = L− ⊕ L0 ⊕ L+. (4.3.4)
We can extend the Lie algebra structures on each of these subspaces to a Lie algebra
structure on the whole of L(V ), by the relations
[SAB, T¯ C] = fABCDT¯
D,
[T¯A, τ(T¯ B)] = SAB,
[SAB, τ(T¯ C)] = −fBACDτ(T¯
D). (4.3.5)
The commutator between two arbitrary elements in two different subspaces L+, L− or
L0 can be derived from (4.3.5) by the Jacobi identity since L+ and L− are generated
by T¯A and τ(T¯A), respectively. We can also extend the isomorphism τ between the
subalgebras L− and L+ to a graded involution on the Lie algebra L(V ). On L−, it
is given by the inverse of the original isomorphism, τ(τ(T¯A)) = T¯A, and on L0 by
τ(SAB) = −SBA.
We call L(V ) the associated Lie algebra to the generalized triple system V . (This
definition differs from the definition by Kantor of the Lie algebra L(V ) in [52] in that
the basis element τ(T¯A) of g−1 is not the same as the basis element T
A of V . However,
if the generalized Jordan triple system V does not contain any element a such that
(axy) = 0 for all x, y in V , then we can identify TA with τ(T¯A) and the definitions are
equivalent.)
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If V is derived from a simple graded Lie algebra g with a graded involution τ by
(4.1.2), then L(V ) is isomorphic to g. Conversely, the generalized Jordan triple system
derived from L(V ) by (4.1.2) is isomorphic to V if V is simple in the sense that there
are no nontrivial subspace W ⊂ V such that (V VW ) ⊆ W and (WV V ) ⊆ W . This
was shown by Kantor in [52] and we also include a proof of the first assertion in the
appendix of Paper III (where we use a somewhat different notation). Thus there is a
one-to-one correspondence between simple graded Lie algebras and simple generalized
Jordan triple systems. In the rest of this section we will refine this to a one-to-one
correspondence between simple nicely graded Lie algebras and simple normed triple
systems.
The basis elements of L2 are all commutators [T¯
A, T¯B] in the universal graded Lie
algebra U˜(V ) of V . Since they are elements in L2, they are linear operators V → L1.
This means that [T¯A, T¯ B](T C) is an element in L1 for any T
C and thus is a linear
map V → EndV . We write [T¯A, T¯ B] = T¯AB. It follows from the recursively defined
commutation relations for U˜(V ), that the linear map
T¯AB(T C) : V → EndV (4.3.6)
is given by
T¯AB(T C) = [T¯A, T¯ B](T C) = (ad T¯A ◦ T¯ B − ad T¯ B ◦ T¯A)(T C)
= (ad T¯A)(T¯ B(T C))− (ad T¯B)(T¯A(T C))
= [T¯A, SBC]− [T¯ B, SAC]
= −fBCADT¯
D + fACBDT¯
D (4.3.7)
where we in the last step have used the commutation relations
[SAB, T¯ C] = fABCDT¯
D. (4.3.8)
We can write this as
T¯AB(T C) = gABCDT¯
D, (4.3.9)
where gABCD = f
ACB
D − fBCAD. We note that the tensor gABCD is antisymmetric in
the indices A and B due to the antisymmetry of the bracket [TA, T B]. In Paper III
we write (following [55]) the operator T¯AB as 〈TA, T B〉, or generally
〈u, v〉(x) = (uxv)− (vxu). (4.3.10)
If any triple product (uxv) is symmetric in u and v then all operators 〈u, v〉 are zero,
and the associated Lie algebra L(V ) is three-graded,
L(V ) = L−1 + L0 + L1. (4.3.11)
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In this special case, V is a Jordan triple system [56]. Conversely, if a Lie algebra
g is three-graded, then the triple product (4.1.2) will automatically be symmetric in x
and z and thus g−1 is a Jordan triple system.
We return to the general case, where L2 6= 0. In the same way as above we can
define a basis of L3 consisting of elements
T¯ABC = [T¯AB, T¯ C] = [[T¯A, T¯B], T¯ C] (4.3.12)
in the universal graded Lie algebra U˜(V ) of V , and write
T¯ABC(TD)(T E) = gABCDEF T¯
F (4.3.13)
for some tensor gABCDEF , which specifies the linear map T¯
ABC : V → U˜2 completely.
Again from the antisymmetry of the Lie bracket, we know that gABCDEF must be an-
tisymmetric in the first two indices. Furthermore, the Jacobi identity tells us that
gABCDEF vanishes upon antisymmetrization in the first three upper indices. A calcula-
tion like (4.3.7) for gABCD gives
gABCDEF = 2(−f
CD[A
Gg
|G|B]E
F + f
[A|D|B]
Gg
GCE
F )
= 2(−fCD[AGf
|GE|B]
F + f
[A|D|B]
Gf
GEC
F
+ fCD[AGf
B]EG
F − f
[A|D|B]
Gf
CEG
F ), (4.3.14)
which indeed satisfies g[ABC]DEF = 0. Continuing in this way, one obtains a recursion
formula for the constants gA1···AkB1···Bk−1Bk that appear at each level k. It reads
gA1···AkB1···Bk−1Bk = g
CA3···AkB2···Bk−1
Bkf
A1B1A2
C −
∑
gCijB2···Bk−1Bkf
AjB1Ai
C, (4.3.15)
where the sum goes over all i, j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k and Cij denotes the sequence
of indices obtained from A1 · · ·Ak by omitting Aj and replacing Ai by C, that is,
Cij = A1 · · ·Ai−1 C Ci+1 · · ·Aj−1Aj+1 · · ·Ak. (4.3.16)
We will always have
g(A1A2)A3A4···AkB1···Bk−1Bk = g
[A1A2A3]A4···AkB1···Bk−1
Bk = 0 (4.3.17)
due to the antisymmetry of the Lie bracket and the Jacobi identity, but (for k ≥ 4)
the tensor gA1···AkB1···Bk−1Bk will in addition satisfy further (anti-)symmetries. Thus we
will in this way for each k obtain a subrepresentation of the tensor product of k vector
representations of sl(m), where m = dimV . The tensor g will be a linear combination
of the projectors of the representations that occur at each level. For example, if g at
level k is symmetric under permutation of two of the k first upper indices, say A and
B, then
T¯ ···A···B··· = T¯ ···B···A··· (4.3.18)
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at level k. We must count these two expressions as one single element at level k since
they define the same linear map V → U˜k−1. On the other hand, they would represent
two different elements in the free Lie algebra generated by T¯A. Thus L+ is the algebra
that we obtain from the free Lie algebra by factoring out the ideal that is recursively
defined by g at each level.
Suppose now that V is a normed triple system with a metric h. Since h is non-
degenerate, this implies in particular that there is no element a in V such that (axy) = 0
for all x, y in V , so we can identify TA with τ(T¯A). Thus we can write the elements
in L+ at level k as T¯
A1···Ak and those at level −k as TA1···Ak . The graded involution is
simply given by
TA1···Ak ↔ T¯A1···Ak . (4.3.19)
We introduce a bilinear form κ on L(V ) by
κ(TA, T¯B) = hAB, κ(TA1···Ak , T¯ B1···Bk) = (−1)k+1gA1···AkBk ···B1 , (4.3.20)
for any k ≥ 2 (where we have raised the last index with the metric h) and κ(Lm, Ln) = 0
if m+n 6= 0. Then it follows by the construction of κ and the commutation relations in
L(V ) that κ is a symmetric, invariant and non-degenerate bilinear form on L(V ), and
that it is preserved by the graded involution. We have thus shown that any normed
triple system gives rise to a nicely graded Lie algebra. Conversely, as we have already
seen, any nicely graded Lie algebra gives rise to a normed triple system.
4.4 Extensions of generalized Jordan triple systems
In Paper III we define for any normed triple system V an infinite sequence of normed
triple systems V (n), labeled by a positive integer n, such that
dimV (n) = n dimV. (4.4.1)
Thus we can denote the basis elements of V (n) by TAa, where a = 1, 2, . . . , n. In the
special case n = 1, we can suppress the index a and identify V (n) = V (1) with V . We
introduce a metric h(n) on V (n) by
hAa
B
b = h
(n)(TAa, T
B
b) = h
ABδab. (4.4.2)
The structure constants of V (n) can be expressed in those of V and the metric as
fAa
B
b
C
c
D
d = f
ABCDδabδcd − h
ABhCDδabδcd + h
ABhCDδbcδad. (4.4.3)
One can easily check that V (n) is a normed generalized Jordan triple system as well
as V . In Paper III we show that if the Lie algebra associated to V is a finite Kac-
Moody algebra h, where the grading is given by a simple root α, then the Lie algebra g
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associated to V (n) is a Kac-Moody algebra as well. (The subalgebra h of g should not
be confused with the Cartan subalgebra, which we called h in chapter 3.) Moreover,
the Dynkin diagram of g is obtained from that of h by adding n− 1 nodes. Each node
that we add is connected to the previous one with a single line, starting from the node
in the Dynkin diagram of h corresponding to the simple root α. The theorem can easily
be generalized to affine and hyperbolic algebras. In section 5.5.1, we will apply this
method to show how e10 can be constructed from e8.
4.5 Three-algebras and M2-branes
As we mentioned in section 4.3, the triple product in a Jordan triple system is symmet-
ric under a permutation of the first and the third element. We will not consider such
triple systems here, but instead investigate the possibility of a triple product which is
antisymmetric under a permutation of the the first and the third element,
(xyz) = −(zyx). (4.5.1)
If a generalized Jordan triple system satisfies this identity, then we call it an anti-
symmetric triple system. Thus, in addition to the identity (4.1.3), the structure
constants of a normed antisymmetric triple system satisfy
fABCD = −fCBAD = −fADCB = fCDAB (4.5.2)
and the identity (4.1.3) can be written
fED
[A
Cf
B]
G
D
H = f
A
D
B
[Gf
E
H]
D
C. (4.5.3)
Any associative algebra V with an anti-involution C is an antisymmetric triple
system under the triple product
(xyz) = 1
2
(xC(y)z − zC(y)x). (4.5.4)
For example, we can let C(x) be the transpose, inverse or hermitian conjugate of any
element x in a matrix algebra V , that closes under C. Then it is straightforward to
check that the identity (4.5.3) is satisfied. An important example is obtained if we take
V to be the divison algebra H of quaternions and C the conjugation, which changes sign
on the ‘imaginary units’ i, j, k (but leaves the real numbers unchanged). According to
the famous formula
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 (4.5.5)
we have
(ijk) = −(jik) = 1,
(jk1) = −(kj1) = −i,
(k1i) = −(1ki) = j,
(1ij) = −(i1j) = −k (4.5.6)
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with the triple product (4.5.4). This triple product is not only antisymmetric in x and
z, but also in x and y (or y and z), so it is in fact totally antisymmetric. Moreover,
since H is a normed divison algebra there is a positive-definite norm h, given by
h(x, y) = 1
2
(xC(y) + yC(x)), (4.5.7)
and it satisfies
h(w, (xyz)) = −h(x, (wyz)). (4.5.8)
This means that if we introduce a basis TA and structure constants fABCD as before,
where the last index is raised with the metric hAB = h(TA, T B), then fABCD is anti-
symmetric in all four indices. If we take TA to be i, j, k, 1 for A = 1, 2, 3, 4, then we
find that
fABCD = εABCD hAB = δAB. (4.5.9)
Normed triple systems with totally antisymmetric triple products were recently used
by Bagger and Lambert in the construction of a three-dimensional theory, which was
proposed to describe multiple M2-branes [57–59]. They showed that if the scalar fields
take values in such a triple system, called three-algebra, then one can add a non-
propagating gauge field such that the resulting theory is maximally supersymmetric.
The closure of the supersymmetry algebra was first shown by Gustavsson [60], using
a different but equivalent algebraic structure. In this approach, the scalar fields and
the gauge field take values in two different subspaces, called A and B, respectively,
of an algebra A ⊕ B. The subspace B closes under the product and is a Lie algebra,
unlike the full algebra A⊕B. If we consider the three-algebra as a generalized Jordan
triple system, then we can in fact identify A and B with the subspaces L−1 and L0,
respectively, of the associated Lie algebra. Their direct sum L−1⊕L0 closes and forms
an algebra under a modified Lie bracket, obtained by replacing [x, y] by [x, τ(y)] for
all elements x, y in L−1.
It was later proven [61–63] that the quaternionic triple system (4.5.9) is the only
non-trivial three-algebra with positive definite metric, up to direct sums of such three-
algebras. On the other hand, a generalized notion of three-algebras has gained interest
since Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis and Maldacena (ABJM) [64] constructed a supercon-
formal Chern-Simons theory with less supersymmetry, N = 6 instead of the maximal
number N = 8 in three dimensions. Bagger and Lambert showed [65] that this the-
ory can be formulated in terms of a new kind of three-algebras, as a generalization
of their original model. Such a triple system is what we call a normed antisymmetric
triple system in this chapter. That is, a triple system whose structure constants satisfy
(4.5.2) and (4.5.3) but are not totally antisymmetric. As we have seen, there are many
examples of such triple systems. In this chapter we have shown that there is a one-to-
one-correspondence between normed triple systems and nicely graded Lie algebras. We
use this correspondence in Paper IV to express the ABJM theory (or the three-algebra
reformulation by Bagger and Lambert) entirely in terms of the associated graded Lie
algebra.
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The hidden symmetry algebras en
Beside the algebras an (n ≥ 1) and dn (n ≥ 4), there are three exceptional Lie algebras
that are also simple, finite-dimensional and simply laced. These are called e6, e7 and e8.
Although they do not belong to any infinite class of simple finite-dimensional algebras,
they can be viewed as the first three members in an infinite family of Kac-Moody
algebras en (n ≥ 6) with the following Dynkin diagrams.
1 2 3 4 5 n− 1
n
✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐
✐
These algebras are infinite-dimensional for n ≥ 9. More precisely, e9 is affine, e10 is
hyperbolic and e11 is Lorentzian (but not hyperbolic). In particular e8, e9 and e10 are
interesting from both a mathematical and a physical point of view, and will be devoted
one section each of this chapter. First we will study the general properties of the en
algebras. These properties are in fact shared by a4 and d5, if we consider them as e4
and e5, respectively. Therefore, when we talk about en in this chapter, we can assume
any n ≥ 4, if nothing else is stated. The case n = 9 will sometimes be excluded,
because e9 is affine. As we saw already in chapter 2, the Lie algebras en for 4 ≤ n ≤ 8
arise as hidden symmetries in the toroidal reduction of maximal supergravity from 11
to d = 11− n dimensions. As we will see in the next chapter, there is also evidence for
e10 as a symmetry of the unreduced theory.
5.1 Decomposition under an−1
Since the algebras en are infinite-dimensional for n ≥ 9 it is useful to study them as
graded algebras where each subspace in the grading is finite-dimensional. We choose
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the grading given by the node labeled n in the Dynkin diagram, which is also sometimes
called the exceptional node. This node constitute the difference between sl(n) and en.
Thus, according to chapter 2, it represents the difference between pure gravity and the
bosonic sector of maximal supergravity. The level decomposition with respect to the
exceptional node is crucial for the appearance of e10 in eleven-dimensional supergravity
as we will see in chapter 6.
Following section 3.2.2 we consider the level decomposition of the adjoint repre-
sentation under the subalgebra g0
′ = sl(n) corresponding to the horizontal line in the
Dynkin diagram. The subspace g−1 is spanned by all root vectors eµ such that the
component of the root µ corresponding to the simple root αn (the exceptional root)
is equal to one. According to the Chevalley-Serre relations, a basis of g−1 is then the
set of all multiple commutators
[[[en, e3, e4, . . . , ei+2], e2, e3, e4, . . . , ej+1], e1, e2, e3, e4, . . . , ek] (5.1.1)
for all integers i, j, k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n − 3 (If i = 0, this means that the
sequence e3, e4, . . . , ei+2 should not appear at all, and likewise for j and k. For better
readability, we have in (5.1.1) only written out the brackets between these sequences.)
Thus we have
dim g−1 =
1
6
(n− 2)(n− 1)n (5.1.2)
and since g−1 must be an irreducible representation of g0, the only possibility is the
totally antisymmetric tensor product of either three vectors or three conjugate vectors.
We write the corresponding tensors as Eabc and Fabc with the commutation relations
[Kab, E
cde] = 3δb
cEade, [Kab, Fcde] = −3δ
a
cFbde. (5.1.3)
Here and throughout this chapter, we use implicit (anti-)symmerization which means
that the right hand side of an equation is always understood to be (anti-)symmetrized
according to the left hand side. For example, the first equation in (5.1.3) would other-
wise read
[Kab, E
cde] = 3δb
[cE|a|de] = δb
cEade + δb
dEaec + δb
eEacd. (5.1.4)
Furthermore, the indices will always take the following values,
a, b, . . . = 1, 2, . . . , n, i, j, . . . = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1. (5.1.5)
With our choice
hi = K
i
i −K
i+1
i+1, ei = K
i
i+1, fi = K
i+1
i (5.1.6)
(no summation) for the Chevalley generators of sl(n), a solution to the Chevalley
relations (3.1.2) for the remaining Chevalley generators hn, en, fn is
en = F123, fn = E
123, hn = −K
1
1 −K
2
2 −K
3
3 +
1
3
K, (5.1.7)
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where we have embedded sl(n) in gl(n) and set
K = K11 +K
2
2 + · · ·+K
n
n (5.1.8)
for n 6= 9. (If n = 9, we have to embed sl(n) into a larger algebra, and define K
differently, to make hn linearly independent of the other basis elements in the Cartan
subalgebra. We will describe this in section 5.4.)
The Chevalley relation [en, fn] = hn now reads
[E123, F123] = K
1
1 +K
2
2 +K
3
3 −
1
3
K (5.1.9)
and we can covariantize it to get an arbitrary [g1, g−1] commutator,
[Eabc, Fdef ] = 18δ
a
dδ
b
eK
c
f − 2δ
a
dδ
b
eδ
c
fK. (5.1.10)
Next we want to determine the subspace g2, or the sl(n) representation r2 that it
constitutes. We know that it must be contained in the antisymmetric product of two
r1 representations, since g2 is spanned by commutators of elements in g1. With Dynkin
labels for sl(10), we can write this antisymmetric product as
[(001000000)× (001000000)]− = (000001000) + (010100000). (5.1.11)
(It is easy to generalize (5.1.11) to n 6= 10. If n < 10, we only keep the n − 1 first
indices, and if n > 10, we add n − 10 zeros in the end. In addition, the first term
on the right hand side vanishes for n ≤ 5, since it corresponds to a tensor with six
antisymmetric indices.)
We can now employ the results in section 4.3 (replacing each A index used there
with an antisymmetric triple of sl(n) indices). If en is simple (which is the case for
n 6= 9) then en is isomorphic to the Lie algebra L(g−1) associated to the triple system
g−1 with the triple product
(EabcEdefEghi) = −[[Eabc, Fdef ], E
ghi]. (5.1.12)
Thus the elements in g2 are in one-to-one correspondence with the linear maps g−1 → g1
given by
Fdef 7→ [[E
abc, Eghi], Fdef ] (5.1.13)
for all Eabc and Eghi in g1. Using (5.1.3), (5.1.10) and the Jacobi identity, we have
[[Eabc, Eghi], Fdef ] = −54δ
a
dδ
b
eδ
g
fE
chi + 6δadδ
b
eδ
c
fE
ghi
+ 54δgdδ
h
eδ
a
fE
ibc − 6δgdδ
h
eδ
i
fE
abc. (5.1.14)
It is straightforward to check that the expression on the right hand side (antisym-
metrized in [abc] and [ghi]) is antisymmetric under permutation of one element from
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each of the two triples, say, c and g. Thus it must be antisymmetric in all six upper
indices, and r2 is equal to the first term on the right hand side of (5.1.11). (This means
that level two is empty for e4 and e5, and also any higher level.) Thus we can write
[Eabc, Edef ] = Eabcdef = E[abcdef ], [Fabc, Fdef ] = −Fabcdef = −F[abcdef ]. (5.1.15)
(The representation r−k is always the conjugate of rk, and we choose the minus sign
since we want F with indices downstairs to always be the transpose of E with indices
upstairs.)
We proceed to level three. The representation r3 must be contained in the tensor
product r2 × r1. With Dynkin labels for sl(10) we write this as
(000001000)× (000001000) = (000000001) + (100000010)
+ (010000100) + (001001000). (5.1.16)
Except for (100000010), all the irreducible representations on the right hand side are
contained in the totally antisymmetric tensor product of three r1 representations, and
thereby forbidden by the Jacobi identity. Thus r3 is equal to the second term in
(5.1.16). This means that level three (and any higher level) is empty for e6 and e7,
since r3 corresponds to a tensor E
a|bcdefghi that is antisymmetric in the eight last indices,
but vanishes upon antisymmetrization in all nine indices. We can thus write
[Eabc, Edefghi] = 3E[a|bc]defghi, [Fabc, Fdefghi] = −3F[a|bc]defghi, (5.1.17)
(this normalization will turn out be convenient) where E[a|bcdefghi] = F[a|bcdefghi] = 0,
or equivalently,
Ea|bcdefghi + 8E[b|cdefghi]a = Fa|bcdefghi + 8F[b|cdefghi]a = 0. (5.1.18)
Using this, the equations (5.1.17) can be inverted to
3Ea|bcdefghi = 4[Ea[bc, Edefghi]], 3Fa|bcdefghi = −4[Fa[bc, Fdefghi]]. (5.1.19)
We summarize the representation contents (for n 6= 9) at the first three positive and
negative levels:
ℓ = 3 : Ea|bcdefghi = Ea|[bcdefghi]
ℓ = 2 : Eabcdef = E[abcdef ]
ℓ = 1 : Eabc = E[abc]
ℓ = 0 : Kab
ℓ = −1 : Fabc = F[abc]
ℓ = −2 : Fabcdef = F[abcdef ]
ℓ = −3 : Fa|bcdefghi = Fa|[bcdefghi] (5.1.20)
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As we have already mentioned, some of the generators vanish for 4 ≤ n ≤ 7, because
of the antisymmetries. For n = 9, there is an additional element at level zero, as we
will see in section 5.4.
One could in principle go on as we have done and determine the representations from
the (anti-)symmetries that the basis elements must satisfy. However there are more
efficient methods, which are also recursive, but based on information about the roots of
the algebra and the weights of the possible representations. In general there is not only
one irreducible representation at each level, but a direct sum. For n ≥ 10, the number
of representations increases for each level, which soon makes it very complicated to go
higher up in levels. The higher levels of e10 and e11 have been studied systematically
in [66–68]. Unfortunately, the only pattern that one has been able to find so far is that
the tensors (5.1.20) generalize to
ℓ = 3k + 3 : E ··· |a|bcdefghi = E ··· |a|[bcdefghi]
ℓ = 3k + 2 : E ··· |abcdef = E ··· |[abcdef ]
ℓ = 3k + 1 : E ··· |abc = E ··· |[abc] (5.1.21)
for any k ≥ 0 and any n (and likewise for the negative levels). The ellipsis represents
k tuples of 9 antisymmetric indices each, and the tensors are symmetric under permu-
tations of the tuples. For n = 8 and n = 9 there are no other representations, which
in particular means that the elements in (5.1.20) for n = 8 is a basis of e8, since all
9-tuples vanish. For e10, the elements (5.1.21) constitute only a tiny subset of a basis,
since their number grows linearly with the level, while the total number of generators
grows exponentially.
We recall from section 3.1.6 that the Killing form for sl(n), with the choice (3.1.14)
of Chevalley generators, can be written
κ(Kab, K
c
d) = δ
a
dδ
c
b +mδ
a
bδ
c
d (5.1.22)
for an arbitrary constant m. This constant is now fixed by the condition
2 = κ(hn, hn) =
1
9
(m(n− 9)2 + (n+ 9)) (5.1.23)
with the solution m = (9 − n)−1 for n 6= 9. (We will come back to the case n = 9 in
section 5.4.) We also have κ(E123, F123) = 1, which can be covariantized to
κ(Eabc, Fdef ) = 3!δ
a
dδ
b
eδ
c
f (5.1.24)
By invariance of the Killing form we then get
κ(Ea1···a6 , Fb1···b6) = 6! δ
a1
b1 · · · δ
a6
b6 ,
κ(Ea|b1···b8 , Fc|d1···d8) =
8
9
· 8! (δacδ
b1
d1 · · · δ
b8
d8 − δ
b1
cδ
b2
d1 · · · δ
b8
d7δ
a
d8). (5.1.25)
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5.2 The maximal compact subalgebra k(en)
We now write en as the (vector space) direct sum of its maximal compact subalgebra
k(en) and its orthogonal complement p with respect to the Killing form,
en = k(en)⊕ p. (5.2.1)
The projection of an element 2x in en onto k(en) is given by x + ω(x), where ω is the
Chevalley involution. Likewise, the projection onto p is given by x− ω(x).
A grading of a Kac-Moody algebra g with the Chevalley involution ω as a graded
involution leads to a direct sum decomposition of the maximal compact subalgebra
k(g) as well, into subspaces k0, k1, k2, . . .. In this decomposition, kk is spanned by all
elements x + ω(x) ∈ g, where x ∈ gk (and thus ω(x) ∈ g−k). However, we do not call
this a grading since the condition [km, kn] ⊆ km+n is not satisfied. Rather,
[km, kn] ⊆ km+n + k|m−n| (5.2.2)
and likewise for p. Nevertheless, we will talk about levels of k(g) and p referring to the
non-negative integers in the decompositions above. Thus at the first levels we have
Jab = Kab −K
b
a,
Jabc = Eabc − Fabc,
Jabcdef = Eabcdef − Fabcdef ,
Ja|bcdefghi = Ea|bcdefghi − Fa|bcdefghi (5.2.3)
as basis elements for k(en), and
Sab = Kab +K
b
a,
Sabc = Eabc + Fabc,
Sabcdef = Eabcdef + Fabcdef ,
Sa|bcdefghi = Ea|bcdefghi + Fa|bcdefghi (5.2.4)
for the coset p. According to (5.2.2), the commutator
[Jabc, Jdef ] = Jabcdef − 18δadδbeJcf , (5.2.5)
of two level one generators is not entirely contained in the level two subspace, but has
also a level zero part.
5.2.1 Spinor and vector-spinor representations
The level zero subalgebra of k(en) is so(n). It has a vector representation
Jabvc = 2δcavb, (5.2.6)
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and a spinor representation
Jabϕ = 1
2
Γabϕ, (5.2.7)
where Γab is the antisymmetrized product of two so(n) gamma matrices. The tensor
product of these two representations is the vector-spinor representation
Jabψc = 1
2
Γabψ + 2δcaψb. (5.2.8)
In this subsection we will investigate the possibility of extending the spinor and the
vector-spinor representation from level zero to the whole of k(en). For this it suffices
to find an action of the level one generators such that the commutation relations
[Jabc, Jdef ] = −18δadδbeJcf (5.2.9)
are satisfied whenever (at least) one of the indices a, b, c is equal to one of d, e, f .
Once we have found such actions of the level one generators, the action of the level two
generators is defined by the commutation relations
[Jabc, Jdef ] = Jabcdef (5.2.10)
for six distinct indices a, b, c, d, e, f . Since k(en) is generated by the level one genera-
tors, this is enough to define a representation of the whole algebra [28].
We write Γa1a2···ap = Γ[a1Γa2 · · ·Γap] for any p ≥ 2. It is easy to see that if we define
the action of the level one generator Jabc on the so(n) spinor ϕ by
Jabcϕ = 1
2
Γabcϕ, (5.2.11)
then the commutation relations of k(en) are satisfied. The first levels of the represen-
tation are then [25, 26]
Jabϕ = 1
2
Γabϕ,
Jabcϕ = 1
2
Γabcϕ,
Jabcdefϕ = 1
2
Γabcdefϕ,
Ja|bcdefghiϕ = 4δabΓcdefghiϕ. (5.2.12)
The vector-spinor representation is more complicated. We make the most general
ansatz for Jabcψd, including gamma trace terms,
Jabcψd = AΓabcψd +BδdaΓbψc − CΓdabψc
+ EΓabcdΓeψe + FδdaΓbcΓeψe. (5.2.13)
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From the condition (5.2.9) when one of the indices a, b, c is equal to one of d, e, f , we
get the equations
6E(3D + 3A− C) + 4FC = 0,
6E(3D − 3A− 2C) + 2F (B + 2C − 3A− 3D) = 0,
4A2 = 1,
6AC − BC − C2 + 3EG = 0,
B2 + 2C2 + 2FG = 18,
B2 + 2BC + 24AC + 4C2 + 4FG = 0,
BC + 4C2 − 6EG = 0, (5.2.14)
where D = A+ (n− 3)E−F and G = 6A+B+ (n− 2)C. We see that independently
of n, we always have the six solutions
A = ±1/2, A = ±1/2, A = ±1/2,
B = 6, B = −6, B = ±4,
F = ∓1, F = ±3, C = ∓1,
C = E = 0, C = E = 0, E = F = 0. (5.2.15)
We are mostly interested in the last pair of solutions, those without gamma trace terms.
For the first levels we then get [26, 27]
Jabψc = 1
2
Γabψc + 2δcaψb,
Jabcψd = 1
2
Γabcψd + 4δdaΓbψc − Γdabψc,
Jabcdefψg = 1
2
Γabcdefψg − 10δgaΓbcdeψf + 4Γgabcdeψf ,
Ja|bcdefghiψj = 16
9
(Γjbcdefghiψa − Γjabcdefghψi)
+ 4δabΓcdefghiψj − 56δabΓjcdefghψi
+ 16
9
(8δjaΓbcdefghψi − δjbΓcdefghiψa + 7δjbΓacdefghψi). (5.2.16)
We stress that the spinor and the vector-spinor representation are finite-dimensional for
all n, even for n ≥ 9, when the algebra k itself is infinite-dimensional. (The dimension of
the representation is determined by the size of the so(n) gamma matrices.) This means
that the kernel of the representation is nontrivial. But the kernel of a representation
is an ideal of the algebra, so we conclude that k(en) is nonsimple for n ≥ 9, unlike
k(e6), k(e7) and k(e8). In Paper I we study the ideals of k(e9) corresponding to the
spinor and vector-spinor representations.
5.3 The finite algebra e8
Having explained the general properties of the en algebras, we now start our exposition
of e8, e9 and e10. First we consider e8 with the following Dynkin diagram:
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8
✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐
✐
As we have already mentioned, e8 is the largest of the finite-dimensional exceptional
Lie algebras. Another characteristic property of e8 is its self-dual root lattice. This fact
is crucial for the anomaly cancellation in the heterotic E8×E8 string theory. However,
it also makes e8 calculations very complicated, since the smallest non-trivial irreducible
representation of e8 is its adjoint representation, which is 248-dimensional.
We let tA be a basis of e8, for A = 1, 2, . . . , 248. We denote the structure constants
and the components of the Killing form in this basis by f and η, respectively,
[tA, tB] = fABCt
C κ(tA, tB) = ηAB. (5.3.1)
We use ηAB to raise adjoint e8 indices and its inverse ηAB to lower them. For exam-
ple, fABC = fABDη
CD. It follows from the invariance of the Killing form that f with
all indices upstairs (or all indices downstairs) is totally antisymmetric, that is, anti-
symmetric in any two indices that are both upstairs or both downstairs, in particular
fABC = f [ABC].
The tensors f and η are examples of invariant tensors of the adjoint representation.
Consider a tensor SAB with two adjoint e8 indices, that is, the tensor product of two
adjoint e8 representations. We have
tA(SBC) = −2fABDS
CD (5.3.2)
and it follows by the Jacobi identity and the invariance of the Killing form that
tA(ηBCS
BC) = 0. (5.3.3)
Likewise, for the tensor product of three adjoint representations we have
tA(fBCDS
BCD) = 0. (5.3.4)
Thus ηBCS
BC and fBCDS
BCD transform as singlets, in the trivial one-dimensional repre-
sentation.
The tensor product of adjoint e8 representations can be decomposed into a direct
sum of irreducible representations. For each irreducible representation there is a pro-
jector P, such that PP = P, whereas PQ = 0 if P and Q are projectors that correspond
to two different (but possibly equivalent) irreducible representations. For the tensor
product of two adjoint representations, the projector of the singlet has the components
(P1)AB
CD = 1
248
ηABη
CD. (5.3.5)
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The full decomposition of the tensor product reads
248× 248 = 1+ 248 + 3875+ 27000+ 30380 (5.3.6)
and the corresponding projectors have the components
(P1)AB
CD = 1
248
ηABη
CD,
(P248)AB
CD = − 1
60
fEABfE
CD,
(P3875)AB
CD = 1
7
δ(A
CδB)
D − 1
56
ηABη
CD − 1
14
fEA
(CfEB
D),
(P27000)AB
CD = 6
7
δ(A
CδB)
D + 3
217
ηABη
CD + 1
14
fEA
(CfEB
D),
(P30380)AB
CD = δ[A
CδB]
D + 1
60
fEABfE
CD, (5.3.7)
which were given in [69]. If we consider the symmetric product of four or six adjoint
representations then we will also find a singlet, and the corresponding projector will
also be possible to write entirely in terms of the invariant tensor η, analogously to
the one above. However, in the symmetric product of eight adjoint e8 representations,
there will be an additional singlet, which is not possible to express in η. We must
introduce a new invariant tensor, which has eight symmetric indices. In Paper II we
give an explicit expression for this primitive invariant of order eight.
5.3.1 Decomposition under a7 and so(16)
According to section 5.1, we have the following basis of e8 in the sl(8) decomposition:
ℓ = 3 : Za|bcdefghi,
ℓ = 2 : Zabcdef ,
ℓ = 1 : Zabc,
ℓ = 0 : Gab,
ℓ = −1 : Zabc,
ℓ = −2 : Zabcdef ,
ℓ = −3 : Za|bcdefghi. (5.3.8)
The generators at level ℓ = ±3 can be dualized to
Za = 1
8!
εbcdefghiZ
a|bcdefghi, Za =
1
8!
εbcdefghiZa|bcdefghi. (5.3.9)
(Instead of E, F, K we here use the notation Z, G as in [69]. This will be convenient
in the next chapter when we compare e8 to e9.) The basis of k(e8) is thus
Jab = Gab −G
b
a,
Jabc = Zabc − Zabc,
Jabcdef = Zabcdef − Zabcdef ,
Ja = Za − Za (5.3.10)
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but we could as well replace the single indices on the level three generator by seven
antisymmetric indices. Then we would have tensors with 2, 3, 6 or 7 antisymmetric
sl(8) indices. This is reminiscent of the Clifford algebra generated by eight elements,
which can be (faithfully) represented by all 16× 16 matrices. The eight generators Γa
are symmetric matrices, which anticommute and square to one. This means that the
antisymmetrized products
Γa1a2···ap = Γ[a1Γa2 · · ·Γap] (5.3.11)
with p = 2, 3, 6 or 7 antisymmetric indices constitute a basis of the subspace of all
antisymmetric 16× 16 matrices. This subspace closes under the commutator and form
the Lie algebra so(16). It is therefore natural to guess that the maximal compact
subalgebra k(e8) is isomorphic to so(16). If we define a new basis by
4XIJ = − 1
2!
ΓabIJJ
ab − 1
3!
ΓabcIJJ
abc − 1
6!
Γabcdef IJJ
abcdef − (ΓaΓ9)IJJ
a, (5.3.12)
where XIJ = −XJI and
Γ9 = Γ1Γ2 · · ·Γ8 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (5.3.13)
then we get
[XIJ , XKL] = 4δJKXIL, (5.3.14)
which are indeed the commutation relations of so(16). The relation (5.3.12) can be
inverted to give
Jab = 1
4
ΓabIJX
IJ ,
Jabc = −1
4
ΓabcIJX
IJ ,
Jabcdef = 1
4
Γabcdef IJX
IJ ,
Ja = −1
4
(ΓaΓ9)IJX
IJ . (5.3.15)
The matrices Γa can be decomposed into so(8) gamma matrices as
ΓaIJ =
(
0 γaαα˙
γaα˙α 0
)
, (5.3.16)
where γaα˙β is the transpose of γ
a
αβ˙, and α, α˙ = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Then the relations (5.3.15)
can be written in an so(8) covariant form as [70]
Jab = 1
4
γabαβX
αβ + 1
4
γabα˙β˙X
α˙β˙,
Jabc = −1
2
γabcαβ˙X
αβ˙,
Jabcdef = 1
4
γabcdefαβX
αβ + 1
4
γabcdef α˙β˙X
α˙β˙,
Ja = −1
2
(γaγ9)αβ˙X
αβ˙. (5.3.17)
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Due to so(8) triality, the matrices γαaα˙ and γ
α˙
aα have the same properties as γ
a
α˙α.
Thus we can take as so(16) gamma matrices the tensor products
Γˆα = δ ⊗ γα, Γˆα˙ = γα˙ ⊗ γ9, (5.3.18)
(where δ is the 8× 8 identity matrix) with the components
Γˆαβα˙|γa = δβγγ
a
αα˙, Γˆ
α˙
ab|αc = δbcγ
a
αα˙,
Γˆαba|cα˙ = δbcγ
a
αα˙, Γˆ
α˙
αβ˙|aγ˙ = −δβ˙γ˙γ
a
αα˙, (5.3.19)
as in [71], and all other components are zero. The splits of the so(16) vector, spinor
and cospinor indices (I, A, A˙) into so(8) indices,
I → (α, α˙), A→ (αα˙, ab), A˙→ (αa, bα˙), (5.3.20)
are in accordance with the decompositions
16→ 8s ⊕ 8c,
128s → (8v ⊗ 8v)⊕ (8v ⊗ 8v),
128c → (8v ⊗ 8s)⊕ (8c ⊗ 8v) (5.3.21)
of these so(16) representations under the diagonal so(8)⊕ so(8) subalgebra. If we now
introduce a new basis of the coset given by the relations
Y ab = Sab − 1
6
δabSkk + 1
1440
εabcdefghScdefgh,
Y αβ˙ = 1
4
γaαβ˙S
a − 1
24
γabcαβ˙S
abc, (5.3.22)
which can be inverted to [70]
Sab = 2Y (ab) − δabY cc,
Sabc = −1
2
γabcαβ˙Y
αβ˙,
Sabcdef = εabcdefghY gh,
Sa = −1
2
γaαβ˙Y
αβ˙, (5.3.23)
then we find that the e8 commutation relations become
[XIJ , XKL] = 4δJKXIL, (5.3.24)
[XIJ , Y A] = −1
2
ΓˆIJABY
B,
[Y A, Y B] = 1
4
ΓˆIJABX
IJ .
(Note that we use a different notation in Paper II.) Thus the adjoint E8 representation
decomposes as
248→ 120+ 128s, (5.3.25)
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under the maximal compact subalgebra k(e8) = so(16) (but we could of course have
chosen 128c as well as 128s). Accordingly, we split the adjoint E8 indices as
A → ([IJ ], A). (5.3.26)
When the indices appear in a summation, we must also include a factor of 1/2 for
each antisymmetric pair [IJ ], to avoid double-counting. Furthermore, in any equation
where such index pairs appear on the left hand side, we will follow our convention of
implicit antisymmetrization on the right hand side. Thus the structure constants can
be written
f IJ KLMN = 8δ
IKδLMδJN , f IJ AB = −
1
2
ΓIJAB, (5.3.27)
and the components of the Killing form become
ηAB = δAB, ηIJ KL = −2δIKδJL. (5.3.28)
This means that we have to change sign when we raise or lower an antisymmetric pair
[IJ ] of so(16) vector indices with the e8 Killing form. (For the spinor indices, upstairs
or downstairs does not matter.)
Before proceeding to e9, we return to the e8 basis that we obtain from the level
decomposition under sl(8). In this basis, the so(16) vector and spinor representations
XIJϕK = −2δJKϕI ,
XIJχA˙ = 1
2
ΓIJ A˙B˙χ
B˙ (5.3.29)
are given by
Jabϕ = 1
2
Γabϕ,
Jabcϕ = −1
2
Γabcϕ, (5.3.30)
Jabχc = 1
2
Γabχc + 2δc[aχb],
Jabcχd = −1
4
ΓeΓabcΓdχe
= 1
2
Γabcχl + 3δd[aΓbχc] − 3
2
Γd[abχc]
− 1
4
ΓabcdΓeχe − 3
4
δd[aΓbc]Γeχe (5.3.31)
at the first levels. We see that (5.3.31) indeed is a solution to (5.2.14) in the case
n = 8. We can also see that (5.3.31) is equivalent to (5.2.16) for n = 8 by setting
χa = 2ψa − ΓaΓbψb.
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5.4 The affine algebra e9
In this section, we will study the affine Kac-Moody algebra e9, which has the following
Dynkin diagram.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9
✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐
✐
However, the algebra constructed from this Dynkin diagram (or equivalently the cor-
responding Cartan matrix) via the Chevalley-Serre relations as we described in section
3.1.3 is not e9, but the derived Kac-Moody algebra e9
′ [48]. We will first study e9
′, and
then define e9 as an extension of e9
′.
5.4.1 Decomposition under e8
We consider the grading of e9
′ given by the root corresponding to the rightmost node
in the Dynkin diagram above. If we delete this node, we obtain the Dynkin diagram of
e8, which means that the subalgebra (e9
′)0 is the direct sum of e8 and a one-dimensional
subalgebra spanned by an element in the Cartan subalgebra.
Counting the basis elements of (e9
′)1, we find that it is 248-dimensional, thus the
representation r1 of e8 is (since it is irreducible) the adjoint representation. In fact,
there is a graded involution τ on e9
′ (which is not the Chevalley involution), such that
the subspace (e9
′)−1 with the triple product
(uvw) = [[u, τ(v)], w] (5.4.1)
is a triple system isomorphic to e8 with the triple product
(xyz) = [[x, y], z]. (5.4.2)
Moreover, we find that the bilinear form on (e9
′)−1 associated to this graded involution
τ , defined in (4.2.2), is the Killing form on e8. Thus we can write the structure constants
of the triple system as
fABCD = f
AB
Ef
EC
D, (5.4.3)
where f with three indices are the e8 structure constants introduced in the preceding
section, and we can raise and lower the indices with the Killing form η on e8. Following
the discussion in chapter 4 the e8 representation r2 at level two is given by the tensor
gABCD = 2f
[A|C
Ef
E|B]
D = f
AB
Ef
EC
D, (5.4.4)
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where we have used the Jacobi identity. Thus we have
gABCD = −60(P248)
AB
CD, (5.4.5)
where P248 projects out the adjoint representation 248 from the tensor product of two
such representations (see the preceding section). This means that not only r1 at level
one, but also r2 at level two, is the adjoint representation 248 of e8. If we continue, we
will find that we have infinitely many levels and rp = 248 for any nonzero level p. We
will also find that there is a vector space isomorphism ϕp : e8 → (e9′)p for each level
p 6= 0, and for p = 0 an injective homomorphism such that
[x(p), y(q)] = [x, y](p+q) + pδp+qκ(x, y)c, (5.4.6)
where x(p) = ϕp(x) for any e8 element x and c is the element in the Cartan subalgebra
that commutes with e8 at level zero. This Cartan element has the form
2h1 + 4h2 + 6h3 + 5h4 + 4h5 + 3h6 + 2h7 + h8 + 3h9. (5.4.7)
But this element commutes not only with the e8 subalgebra, but also with e2 (and f2),
the simple root vector that defines the grading, and thus with the whole algebra. In
other words, it is a central element. The existence of a central element in the algebra is
due to the vanishing determinant of the Cartan marix. It means in particular that the
algebra is not simple since a central subspace is also an ideal. Furthermore, it means
that the Killing form is degenerate (since it is invariant). We can extend the algebra
by adding an extra basis element d to the Cartan subalgebra, such that κ(c, d) = 1
and κ(x, d) = 0 for all non-central elements x. Then the Killing form will be non-
degenerate again on the extended algebra. It follows by the invariance of the Killing
form that the affine root vectors e8 and f8 must be eigenvectors of the adjoint map of
d, with the eigenvalues 1 and −1, respectively,
[d, e8] = e8, [d, f8] = −f8. (5.4.8)
Furthermore, we must have [d, x] = 0 for all elements x that are orthogonal to e8 and
f8. Thus d will be an element in the Cartan subalgebra and a characteristic element
with respect to the grading given by α8 (which otherwise would be lacking). The
extension of the derived Kac-Moody algebra e9
′ that we obtain in this way is the affine
Kac-moody algebra e9. The element d that we add is called derivation. Conversely,
the derived algebra can be defined by e9
′ = [e9, e9] since d never appears on ‘the right
hand side’ of any commutation relations. Using the isomorphism between e8 and each
subspace in the grading given by α8, the commutation relations read
[x(p), y(q)] = [x, y](p+q) + pδp+qκ(x, y)c, [d, x(p)] = px(p). (5.4.9)
The Killing form is given by
κ(x(p), y(q)) = δp+qκ(x, y), κ(c, d) = 1 (5.4.10)
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and otherwise zero. Although the Killing form on e9 now is non-degenerate, the sub-
space spanned by c is still an ideal. The easiest way to modify e9
′, such that we get
a simple Lie algebra, is to factor out the central subspace. The resulting Lie algebra
is called the current algebra or loop algebra of e8, and the commutation relations
reduce to [x(p), y(q)] = [x, y](p+q).
5.4.2 Decomposition under a8
As we mentioned already in section 5.1, in the case n = 9 we cannot define the Cartan
elements as
hi = K
i+1
i+1 −K
i
i, hn = −K
1
1 −K
2
2 −K
3
3 +
1
3
K, (5.4.11)
(no summation), as we did for n 6= 9. The reason for this is that −2h9 then would
be the linear combination (5.4.7) of the other basis elements in the Cartan subalgebra.
Thus we get only the current algebra of e8 by this construction, and not the full e9. To
obtain e9, we have to add the central element c by hand. If we then set
K = Kaa + c = K
1
1 +K
2
2 + · · ·+K
9
9 + c, (5.4.12)
we can keep all expressions that we had for n 6= 9, and the resulting algebra is e9. One
natural way to do this is to embed sl(9) in sl(10) and set c = K1010. Furthermore, we
easily see that the derivation must be given by d = −K99. Then, with the normalization
κ(Kab, K
c
d) = δ
c
bδ
a
d−δabδcd we get κ(c, c) = κ(d, d) = 0 and κ(c, d) = 1 as we should.
We recall from section 5.1 that in the sl(n) decomposition of en (for any n), the
following representations appear at level ℓ for any k ≥ 0,
ℓ = 3k + 3 : E ··· |a|bcdefghi = E ··· |a|[bcdefghi],
ℓ = 3k + 2 : E ··· |abcdef = E ··· |[abcdef ],
ℓ = 3k + 1 : E ··· |abc = E ··· |[abc]. (5.4.13)
The ellipsis represents k antisymmetric 9-tuples of indices. In the case n = 9 we can
thus fix one ordering of the indices in each 9-tuple and then we only need to specify
the number k of 9-tuples, or the sl(n) level ℓ. Furthermore, we can dualize the sl(9)
tensors with the epsilon tensor at the first positive levels and write
Eabcdef =
1
3!
εabcdefghiE
ghi ⇔ Eabc = 1
6!
εabcdefghiEdefghi,
Eabc =
1
6!
εabcdefghiE
defghi ⇔ Eabcdef = 1
3!
εabcdefghiEghi,
Eab =
1
8!
εbcdefghijE
a|cdefghij ⇔ Ea|bcdefghi = εbcdefghijEaj (5.4.14)
(and likewise for the negative levels). Then we see that we actually have the same
representations at level k and level k + 3 for any integer k (also k < 0), except for the
two singlets at level zero. Therefore, we can use the letter E for generators at negative
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as well as positive levels, and write the sl(n) level ℓ as an extra superscript within
parentheses. Then, with a suitable normalization of the generators we have
[E(3p+1)abc, E(3q−1)def ] = 18δ
a
dδ
b
eE
(3p+3q)c
f + 6pδp+qδ
a
dδ
b
eδ
c
fc,
[E(3p)ab, E
(3q+1)cde] = 3δcbE
(3p+3q+1)ade,
[E(3p)ab, E
(3q−1)
cde] = −3δ
a
cE
(3p+3q−1)
bde,
[E(3p)ab, E
(3q)c
d] = δ
c
bE
(3p+3q)a
d − δ
a
dE
(3p+3q)c
b,
[E(3p+1)abc, E(3q+1)def ] = E(3p+3q+2)abcdef ,
[E(3p−1)abc, E
(3q−1)
def ] = −E
(3p+3q−2)
abcdef (5.4.15)
for any integers p, q. Up to dualization, and toghether with [c, x] = 0 for any x, these
relations exhaust the full set of commutation relations for e9.
The affine levels of e9 are the levels in the level decomposition with respect to the
affine root, corresponding to e9 and f9. It follows from (5.4.8) that the affine level is
measured by minus the derivation, −d, and since d = −K99, the affine level is just the
number of times 9 appears upstairs minus the number of times it appears downstairs
(if we write out all the 9-tuples). The isomorphism from e8 to any subspace in the
current algebra is now given by
Z i(p) = E
(3p+3)i
9,
Z ijklmn(p) = E
(3p+2)ijklmn,
Z ijk(p) = E
(3p+1)ijk,
Gij (p) = E
(3p)i
j − δ
i
jE
(3p)9
9,
Zijk(p) = E
(3p−1)
ijk,
Zijklmn(p) = E
(3p−2)
ijklmn,
Zi(p) = E
(3p−3)9
i, (5.4.16)
for all integers p, together with c = K1010 and d = −K
9
9. Here i, j, . . . = 1, 2, . . . , 8
and we have dualized the generators so that 9 appears explicitly only at level 3q + 3
for integers q. The middle equation in (5.4.16) can equivalently be expressed as
E(3p)ij = G
i
j(p) −
1
9
δijG
k
k(p). (5.4.17)
For p = 0, we set
E(0)ij = K
i
j − δ
i
j(K
a
a + c), (5.4.18)
where i, j, . . . = 1, 2, . . . , 8 and E99(0) = K
9
9. Thus we have E
(3p)a
a = 0 for p 6= 0
and E(0)aa = c.
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The level decomposition of e9 can be illustrated by the following picture:
Ei9 E
i
jℓ = −6 E9i
Eijk Eijklmn
Eijklmn Eijk
Ei9 E
i
jℓ = −3 E9i
ℓ = 0 c = K1010
Eijk Eijklmn
Eijklmn Eijk
Ei9 E
i
j
ℓ = 3
E9i
Eijk Eijklmn
Eijklmn Eijk
Ei9 E
i
j
ℓ = 6
E9i
Eijk Eijklmn
Eijklmn Eijk
Ei9 E
i
j E
9
i❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆
❆❆
The horizontal rows correspond to the sl(9) levels, while the diagonal lines separate
the affine levels, with level zero in the middle. In addition we have the central element
c at affine level zero. For better readability, we have suppressed the superscripts (ℓ),
specifying the sl(n) levels.
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5.5 The hyperbolic algebra e10
We have finally arrived at e10, the hyperbolic algebra to which we will attach great
importance in the next chapter when we return to eleven-dimensional supergravity.
This Kac-Moody algebra is also interesting from a mathematical point of view. For
example, it has a self-dual root lattice (a feature that it shares with e8), and all other
simply laced hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras can be embedded in e10 [72]. The Dynkin
diagram of e10 is given below.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐
✐
We recall once again that we have the following pattern among the sl(n) representations
that appear at level ℓ > 0 in the grading of e10 given by the exceptional root (labeled
10 in the Dynkin diagram above):
ℓ = 3k + 3 : E ··· |a|bcdefghi = E ··· |a|[bcdefghi]
ℓ = 3k + 2 : E ··· |abcdef = E ··· |[abcdef ]
ℓ = 3k + 1 : E ··· |abc = E ··· |[abc] (5.5.1)
where the ellipsis represents k tuples of 9 antisymmetric indices each. Unlike the
affine algebra e9, for which all representations have this form, e10 has infinitely many
additional basis elements, and the total number grows exponentially with the sl(10)
level. For e9 we could replace the 9-tuples with a non-negative integer, specifying the
number of tuples. For e10 we can instead by dualization replace each 9-tuple with an
index downstairs – it is enough to specify which of the possible ten values that does
not appear among the nine indices. Thus these representations take the form
ℓ = 3k + 3 : Ea1···ak
b|cdefghij
ℓ = 3k + 2 : Ea1···ak
bcdefg
ℓ = 3k + 1 : Ea1···ak
bcd (5.5.2)
for any k ≥ 0, symmetric in the k indices downstairs. In the context of the geodesic
sigma model based on the coset E10/K(E10) that we will review in the next chap-
ter, these representations have been conjectured to correspond to spatial derivatives
of the fields in eleven-dimensional supergravity at a fixed spatial point. This is a nat-
ural guess, since the dynamical equivalence between the supergravity theory and the
E10 model, which we will consider in the next chapter, only holds at a fixed spatial
point. The supergravity theory is then truncated to the lowest order spatial deriva-
tives, and the E10 model is truncated to the lowest levels in the level decomposition.
Thus adding symmetric indices would somehow correspond to acting with (commuting)
partial derivatives.
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5.5.1 Decomposition under e8 ⊕ a1
Before studying the E10 coset model in the sl(10) decomposition, we consider the
decomposition under e8 ⊕ a1, where the appearing representations can be interpreted
differently.
In section 5.4 we saw that the Lie algebra e8 is also a generalized Jordan triple
system with the triple product
(xyz) = [[x, y], z]. (5.5.3)
Furthermore, we said that this triple system is isomorphic to the generalized Jordan
triple system (e9)−1. In section 4.4 we reviewed Theorem 2.1 in Paper III, which easily
can be generalized to affine Kac-Moody algebras h. Applied to the case h = e9 it says
that the triple system (e9)−1
(2) is isomorphic to (e10)−1, where the grading of g = e10 is
given by the node labeled 8 in the Dynkin diagram above. Thus we can conclude that
the triple system e8
(2) is isomorphic to the generalized triple system (e10)−1, derived
from e10 with this grading. It follows that the structure constants of the triple system
(e10)−1 can be written
fAa
B
b
C
c
D
d = f
ABCDδabδcd − η
ABηCDδabδcd + η
ABηCDδbcδad, (5.5.4)
where fABCD = fABEf
ECD. Furthermore, fABC and η
AB are the structure constants
and the components of the Killing form of e8, as in section 5.3. It is clear that the
representation at the first level in the e8 ⊕ a1 decomposition is (248, 2). Continuing
to level two, we have
gAa
B
b
C
c
D
d = f
A
a
C
c
B
b
D
d − f
B
b
C
c
A
a
D
d (5.5.5)
and comparing with the expressions (5.3.7) for the e8 projectors for the irreducible
parts of 248× 248, we get
−1
4
gAa
B
b
C
c
D
d = 7(P3875)
ABCD(P1)abcd
+ 15(P248)
ABCD(P3)abcd
+ 31(P1)
ABCD(P1)abcd, (5.5.6)
where (P1)
ab
cd = δ
a
[cδ
b
d] and (P3)
ab
cd = δ
a
(cδ
b
d). Thus the representations at level
two are (3875, 1), (248, 3) and (1, 1). In Paper V we associate the representations
(3875, 1) and (1, 1) to the irreducible parts of the embedding tensor appearing in
gauged supergravity.
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6
The E10 coset model and maximal
supergravity
In chapter 2 we saw that the scalar part of eleven-dimensional supergravity reduced
to d dimensions on an n-torus can be described by a sigma model based on the coset
G/K(G). For 4 ≤ n ≤ 8, the Lie algebra of the global symmetry group G is en(n), the
split real form of the complex Lie algebra en. In the preceding chapter we studied these
algebras, not only for 4 ≤ n ≤ 8, but also for n = 9 and n = 10. In this chapter we
will, following [21,22], construct a one-dimensional geodesic sigma model based on the
infinite-dimensional coset E10/K(E10). Although E10 is not well understood as a Lie
group we can describe the sigma model by the properties of the Lie algebra e10 that
we studied in the preceding chapter. In the end of this chapter we will see that there
is a correspondence, up to truncations on both sides, between the equations of motion
of eleven-dimensional supergravity on the one side, and the dynamics of the E10 coset
model on the other [21, 22].
6.1 Lagrangian
We start with an E10 group element V, depending on a parameter t, from which we
derive the Maurer-Cartan form v = V−1∂V where ∂ denotes derivative with respect
to t. Let Q and P be the projections of the e10 algebra element v on the maximal
compact subalgebra k(e10) and the coset p, respectively:
v = P +Q, P = 1
2
(v − ω(v)), Q = 1
2
(v + ω(v)), (6.1.1)
These projections correspond to the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the sl(n)
element that we considered in (2.2.9). The expression
P αabP
α
ab = tr (PαP
α) (6.1.2)
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that appeared in the Lagrangian (2.2.16), can be written κ(Pα, P
α) if we consider Pα
as an element in sl(n). Thus for the E10 model we consider analogously the Lagrangian
L = 1
4
n−1κ(P, P), (6.1.3)
where n is a Lagrange multiplier needed for reparametrization invariance along the
geodesic (and 1/4 is a convention). We expand P and Q in the sl(10) bases of k(e10)
that we described in the preceding chapter,
P = PabS
ab + PabcS
abc + PabcdefS
abcdef + · · · ,
Q = QabJ
ab +QabcJ
abc +QabcdefJ
abcdef + · · · . (6.1.4)
In the same way as we explained for SL(n)/SO(n) in chapter 2, the Lagrangian (6.1.3)
has a global E10 symmetry and a local K(E10) symmetry. We can use the local K(E10)
symmetry to choose v to always be an element in the subalgebra
(e10)0 + (e10)+ = (e10)0 + (e10)1 + (e10)2 + · · · (6.1.5)
of e10, where the grading is given by the exceptional root. Thus P and Q have the
same components in this gauge, except at level zero,
P = PabS
ab + PabcS
abc + PabcdefS
abcdef + · · · ,
Q = QabJ
ab + PabcJ
abc + PabcdefJ
abcdef + · · · . (6.1.6)
The group element V can furthermore be written as V = eXeh where h and X are
algebra elements, expanded in the basis as h = ha
bKab at level zero, and
X = XabcE
abc +XabcdefE
abcdef + · · · (6.1.7)
at higher levels. We then have
e−he−X∂(eXeh) = e−he−X∂eXeh + e−h∂eh. (6.1.8)
By the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we get
e−X∂eX = ∂X + 1
2
[∂X, X ] + · · ·
= ∂XabcE
abc + (∂Xabcdef −
1
2
Xabc∂Xdef )E
abcdef + · · ·
= DXabcE
abc +DXabcdefE
abcdef + · · · , (6.1.9)
where we have defined the ‘covariant derivatives’ [21]
DXabc = ∂Xabc,
DXabcdef = ∂Xabcdef −
1
2
Xabc∂Xdef . (6.1.10)
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It follows from (6.1.6) that the sigma model Lagrangian truncated to the first two
positive levels is given by
L = n−1(PabPab − PaaPbb)
+ 1
2
n−1PabcPdefκ(E
abc, Fdef)
+ 1
2
n−1PabcdefPghijklκ(E
abcdef , Fghijkl) + · · · . (6.1.11)
We can write the components of P and Q at level zero as
Pab =
1
4
(ea
m∂em
b + eb
m∂em
a), Qab =
1
4
(ea
m∂em
b − eb
m∂em
a), (6.1.12)
where em
a are the components of the GL(10) matrix eh and ea
m those of the inverse
e−h. We can consider ea
m as a ‘vielbein’ and accordingly introduce the ‘metric’
gmn = em
aen
a, gmn = ea
mea
n. (6.1.13)
We then get
κ(e−h∂eh + (e−h∂eh)t, e−h∂eh + (e−h∂eh)t) = ∂gmn∂gpq(g
mpgnq − gmngpq) (6.1.14)
and the truncated Lagrangian takes the form
L = L0 +
1
2
n−1(3!DXmnpDX
mnp + 6!DXmnpqrsDX
mnpqrs + · · · ), (6.1.15)
where the indices are raised with gmn, and
L0 = n
−1(PabPab − PaaPbb)
= n−1(1
8
va
bva
b + 1
8
vb
ava
b − 1
4
va
avb
b
= 1
16
n−1∂gmn∂gpq(g
mpgnq − gmngpq), (6.1.16)
where va
b are the components of v at level zero, in the Kab basis of gl(n).
6.2 Equations of motion
The variation of the Maurer-Cartan form is
δ(V−1∂V) = (δV−1)∂V + V−1∂(δV)
= −(V−1δV)(V−1∂V)− V−1∂(VδV−1V)
= [V−1∂V, V−1δV] + ∂(V−1δV). (6.2.1)
Writing V−1δV = p+ q, where q and p belong to k(e10) and the coset, respectively, and
using the invariance of the Killing form, we get
n−1κ(δP, P) = n−1κ(∂p + [Q, p]− [q, P], P)
= n−1κ(∂p, P)− κ([Q, P], p)− κ([P, P], q)
= −κ(p, ∂(n−1P))− n−1κ(p, [Q, P])
= −κ(p, ∂(n−1P) + n−1[Q, P]) (6.2.2)
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up to a total derivative. This gives
δ(n−1κ(P, P)) = −n−2δnκ(P, P)− 2κ(p, ∂(n−1P) + n−1[Q, P]) (6.2.3)
(again up to a total derivative) and the equations of motion are
κ(P, P) = 0, n∂(n−1P) + [Q, P] = 0, (6.2.4)
where the first equation is the Hamilton constraint which ensures that the motion is
lightlike. Using the commutation relations for e10 the other equations can be written
n∂(n−1Pab) = 4Qc(aPb)c −
1
4
(PacdPbcd −
1
9
δabPcdePcde)
− 1
240
(PacdefgPbcdefg −
1
9
δabP cdefghP cdefgh),
n∂(n−1Pabc) = −
1
6
PabcdefPdef + 6(Pad −Qad)Pdbc,
n∂(n−1Pabcdef ) = 12(Pag −Qag)P gbcdef . (6.2.5)
6.3 Comparison to eleven-dimensional supergravity
We will now go back to the equations of motion for eleven-dimensional supergravity
that we gave in the first chapter, and study them under assumptions that make them
comparable with the equations of motion from the E10 model. For this we have to
break spacetime covariance and treat space and time separately. We split the curved
indices as M = (t, m) and the flat indices as A = (0, a), where m, n . . . and a, b, . . .
denote the ten spatial directions. The signature is mostly plus, (− + · · ·+). We split
the elfbein EM
A into a spatial zehnbein em
a and a lapse function N as
EMA =
(
N 0
0 ema
)
(6.3.1)
so that we get
Ω0ab = N
−1ea
m∂tem
b, Ωa00 = ea
mN−1∂mN, Ωab0 = 0. (6.3.2)
Following [21], we neglect spatial derivatives of second order and higher, and set
ωabc = ω00c = ωaa0 = 0. (6.3.3)
One can show that this indeed is a consistent truncation [21, 22]. For the remaining
components of the spin connection we get
ω0ab = Ω0[ab], ω00a = Ωa00, ωab0 = Ω0(ab). (6.3.4)
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Under these assumptions, the equations of motion become
n∂t(n
−1ωabt) = 2ωtc(aωb)ct −
1
2
(FtacdFtbcd −
1
9
δabFtcdeFtcde)
− 1
240
(Fˆ tacdefgFˆ tbcdefg −
1
9
δabFˆ tcdefghFˆ tcdefgh),
n∂t(n
−1Ftabc) = −
1
6
Fˆ tabcdefFtdef + 3(ωadt − ωtad)Ftdbc,
n∂t(n
−1Fˆ tabcdef ) = 6(ωagt − ωtag)Fˆ tgbcdef . (6.3.5)
where we have dualized the field strength F to
FˆABCDEFG = 1
4!
εABCDEFGHIJKFHIJK . (6.3.6)
The equation of motion for the dual field strength Fˆ has been computed by dualizing
the Bianchi identity for F . We see now that the equations (6.2.5) coincide with (6.3.5)
if we set
2Pab(t) = ωabt(t,x0), Pabc(t) = Ftabc(t,x0),
2Qab(t) = ωtab(t,x0), Pabcdef (t) = Fˆ tabcdef (t,x0), (6.3.7)
where x0 is a fixed, but arbitrarily chosen, spatial point.
The analysis has been carried out in detail in [21, 22] for the first three positive
levels, including also the spatial components of the spin connection on the supergravity
side. However, at level three the first mismatches appear, and at higher levels it is not
clear how to interpret the representations. As we mentioned in section 5.5, some of
them can be interpreted as spatial derivatives, but there is also a number of additional
representations, which grows exponentially for each level. In conclusion, the E10 model
has certainly proved successful to some extent, but much more work remains to make
the picture clear. We recommend the reviews [73–75] for further reading.
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